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ABSTRACT 
The carbonate Wayne beds of the Frobisher-Alida 
interval (Mississippian Mission Canyon Formation) in the 
Williston Basin, North Dakota, are capable of producing as 
much as 400,000 barrels of oil per well at depths of only 
3,100 feet. Wayne production is from structural traps in 
the intertidal packstone-wackestone lithofacies; however, 
the ultimate recoverable reserves of oil per well is 
controlled neither by structure, nor by depositional 
environments. 
The Wayne beds underwent cementation and micritization 
in the marine phreatic diagenetic environment. Hypersaline 
diagenesis caused minor dolomitization and anhydritization. 
Dissolution and minor cementation occurred in the freshwater 
vadose zone. Freshwater phreatic diagenesis resulted in 
mineralogical stabilization and minor cementation. 
Compaction, pressure solution, dolomite and calcite 
cementation, and anhydritization occurred in the burial 
diagenetic environment. 
Depleted o13C in the carbonates immediately below the 
pre-Mesozoic unconformity surface suggests that vugular and 
xv 
solution-enlarged porosity formed in the freshwater vadose 
zone. Beneath paleoislands, mineralogical stabilization in 
the freshwater phreatic zone prevented later porosity 
reduction by compaction or cementation. On the flanks of 
the paleoislands and in paleolows, porosity was occluded by 
dolomite and calcite cement. The dolomite cement has 6180 
consistent with a burial diagenesis origin. Permeability 
reduction by pore-bridging anhydrite cements post-date the 
pore-occluding dolomites. Wayne beds contain much less 
pore-bridging anhydrite beneath paleohighs where the 
overlying Glenburn evaporites were removed due to erosion 
than beneath paleolows where the Glenburn is still present. 
Sulfur stable-isotope data suggest that the sulfur in these 
pore-bridging anhydrites originated in the Glenburn 
evaporites. 
The amount of Wayne oil production from structural 
traps in the study area is controlled by diagenetic rather 
than depositional features. Porosity was occluded by burial 
dolomite and calcite cements in paleolows. Permeability was 
reduced by burial anhydrite cements in localities where the 
Glenburn has not been eroded. Thus, the best production 
within a field comes from those portions of the reservoir 
which were once beneath islands and/or eroded highs. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Numerous new oil field discoveries in the Bluell and 
Sherwood carbonate beds of the Frobisher-Alida interval 
along the Mississippian shoreline in North Dakota have 
sparked renewed interest in the Mission canyon Formation in 
the Williston Basin (Montana Oil Journal, 1991, 1992). This 
new exploration and development effort has extended Bluell 
and Sherwood production from north-central North Dakota 
southward into central North Dakota. The combination of 
substantial petroleum reserves per well and low drilling 
costs due to shallow depths has led at least one worker to 
describe the shallow Mississippian play as having the best 
economics in the Williston Basin (Jennings, 1987). 
The Wayne carbonate beds of the Frobisher-Alida 
interval are also productive at shallow depths in north-
central North Dakota. The Hanson No. 1 in the Roth field is 
expected to produce over 400,000 barrels of oil (discussed 
below) at a depth of only 3,100 feet. Despite good 
production history in Bottineau County, the Wayne beds in 
central North Dakota have not received very much attention. 
1 
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Focusing exploration efforts on extending Wayne oil 
production from north-central North Dakota to central North 
Dakota could be very rewarding. The purpose of this thesis 
is to investigate structural, depositional, and diagenetic 
controls of petroleum production from the Wayne beds in 
Bottineau County, North Dakota. Hopefully, this study will 
prove useful for the exploration and development of new 
petroleum reserves in the Wayne beds. 
.: ~ ' 
REGIONAL GEOLOGY 
.The Williston Basin covers portions of the provinces of 
Saskatchewan and Manitoba in Canada and the states of North 
Dakota, Montana, and South Dakota in the U.S.A. (Figure 1). 
The basin developed on a relatively stable continental or 
' 
cratonic platform (Sloss, 1956). The zero elevation of the 
cretaceous Inyan Kara Formation is regarded as the edge of 
the Williston Basin (Laird, 1956). 
~ stratigraphic nomenclature chart representative of 
the rock column in Bottineau County, North Dakota, is 
presented in Figure 2 (modified after Bluemle et al., 1981, 
1986). The stratigraphic column shows eras, periods, and 
unconformities. The formations of interest to this thesis 
are the Prairie evaporites, the Mission Canyon carbonates, 
and the Spearfish sandstone-siltstone-shale complex. 
The Paleozoic was generally a time of marine carbonate 
and elastic deposition in the Williston Basin. Notable 
exceptions to this are the evaporitic potassium and sodium 
salt deposits of the Devonian Prairie Formation. These 
evaporites have been removed locally due to multistage, 
differential salt dissolution (Baillie, 1953; Milner, 1956; 
3 
4 
Figure 1.- Study area location map. The study area is 
located on the eastern flank of the Williston Basin in 
Bottineau County, North Dakota, within the Superior 
Geologic Province. 
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Figure 2.- Bottineau County, North Dakota, stratigraphic 
column (modified after Bluemle et al., 1981, 1986). 
Formations of interest to this thesis are the 
evaporites of the Prairie, the carbonates of the 
Mission Canyon, and the sandstone-siltstone-shale 
complex of the Spearfish. 
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Kupsch, 1958; Anderson and Hunt, 1964; De Mille et al., 
1964; Christiansen, 1967; McTavish and Vigrass, 1987; 
Oglesby, 1987; McTavish, 1991). Carbonate deposition in the 
Mississippian epeiric sea followed Devonian sedimentation. 
The Pennsylvanian and Permian are missing in Bottineau 
County. This pre-Mesozoic unconformity was due to non-
deposition and erosion before the Spearfish Formation was 
deposited. The Mesozoic and Cenozoic were mostly a time of 
both terrestrial and marine elastic sedimentation in the 
Williston Basin. 
.J. 
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STUDY AREA 
The study area is on the eastern flank of the Williston 
Basin in Bottineau County, North Dakota. Geographic and 
geologic boundary relationships are shown in Figure 1. The 
study area lies within the Superior Geologic Province near 
the North Dakota-Canada boundary. 
A detailed study area location plate showing sections, 
townships, ranges, producing oil wells, abandoned oil wells, 
dry holes, and waterflood injection wells is presented i~ 
Figure 3. The study area includes portions of Townships 
162-163 North and Ranges 78-79 West. 
The Wayne beds produce hydrocarbons from numerous oil 
fields.· Production from the Wayne occurs in the Boundary 
Creek, Cimb~l, Leonard, Lesje, Northeast Landa, Roth, 
Scandia· and Zion fields. Locations and boundaries of these 
fields, as determined by the North Dakota Industrial 
Commission (NDIC), are also shown in Figure 3. 
9 
10 
Figure 3.- Boundaries of oil fields in the study area. 
Shown are sections, townships, ranges, producing oil 
wells, abandoned oil wells, dry holes, and waterflood 
injection wells. The legal boundaries for Mission 
Canyon Formation oil fields, as determined by the North 
Dakota Industrial Commission (NDIC), are delineated. 
The locations of the cross-sections in Figures 48, 49, 
and so, are shown as A-A', B-B', and c-c', 
respectively. 
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METHODS 
Geophysical Log Analysis 
All available wireline geophysical logs were examined 
from approximately 190 wells in the study area. The logs 
were obtained from the North Dakota Geological Survey Wilson 
M. Laird Core and Sample Library located at the University 
of North Dakota. stratigraphic correlations for each 
borehole were made using the logs. Using sea level as the 
datum, subsea structural elevations were calculated for each 
stratigraphic interval of interest. 
Production Statistics 
The ultimate recoverable petroleum reserves were 
calculated for 39 wells in the eight oil fields which 
produce from the Wayne beds in the study area. The 
production data were obtained from the production statistics 
files of the North Dakota Industrial Commission. These 
reserves were calculated using the exponential decline curve 
analysis method {Thompson and Wright, 1983). 
Core Examination 
Approximately 700 feet of core from 16 wells were 
retrieved from the North Dakota Geological Survey Wilson M. 
Laird Core and Sample Library located at the University of 
North Dakota. The North Dakota Industrial Commission (NDIC) 
well file numbers, well locations, and cored intervals 
are presented in Table 1. The location of these cores 
within the study area are shown in Figure 4. The core was 
slabbed and treated for 30 seconds with a 10% hydrochloric 
acid wash before being megascopically examined and 
photographed.· · 
Core Porosity and Permeability 
Commercial whole-core or core-plug porosity and 
permeability analyses were obtained from the NDIC well 
files. 
13 
NDIC No. 
1159 
1977 
2038 
2176 
2776 
2902 
3238 
3375 
3451. 
3472 
3527 
3577 
3933 
11889 
12357 
12358 
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TABLE 1: NDIC NUMBER, WELL LOCATION, 
AND CORED INTERVALS FOR EXAMINED CORE 
Section, Township, 
and Range 
2-162-79 
31-163-78 
23-163-78 
- 30-163-78 
15-163-79 
30-163-78 
2~163-78 
23-163-78 
22-163-78 
22-163-78 
22-163-78 
22-163-78 
10.;.163-78 
24-163-79 
29-163-78 
20-163-78 
Cored Interval (ft) 
Sea Level Datum 
3164-3246 
3164-3199 
. 3078-3107 
3114-3163 
3240-3271 
3123-3153 
3053-3076 
3054-3131 
3086-3134 
3114-3151 
3110-3128 
3094-3129 
3053-3085 
3116-3212 
3102-3163 
3116-3164 
l .f 
·I, 
I 
Figure 4.- Wayne beds core location map. Well symbols 
enclosed by diamonds indicate those wells from which 
Wayne core was examined, sampled, and analyzed. 
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Petrography 
Approximately 260 rock slabs were cut from the core 
using a roe~ saw.· These slabs were impregnated with epoxy 
and made into slide-mounted, 27 x 46 mm, 30 micron-thick 
petrographic thin sections (uncovered and unpolished) by 
Quality Thin Sections. The thin sections were examined 
using a Leitz petrographic microscope. Four hundred point 
counts of allochems and cements were performed on each of 16 
thin sections from well NDIC-12357. Pores were counted as 
being either open, bridged by anhydrite, or'plugged by 
anhydrite. 
X-Ray Diffraction 
Twenty-eight carbonate and anhydrite whole rock samples 
were analyzed by x-ray diffraction. Samples were collected 
using either a dental drill or a rock saw and were crushed, 
sieved to pass 63 microns, split, and packed into side-drift 
mounts. Analysis was performed using a Phillips x-ray 
diffractometer with a theta-compensating slit and 
monochromator, and a copper, long fine-focus x-ray tube. 
Peaks were matched usi~g JCPDS mineral powder-diffraction 
file data book (Bayliss et al., 1980). The x-ray 
diffraction analysis was conducted to estimate the relative 
18 
amounts of calcite, dolomite, and anhydrite present 
in the samples. The weight percent dolomite and calcite 
content of the samples were determined by the peak-height-
ratio method (Carver, 1971, p. 558-560). No internal 
standards were used. 
Carbon and Oxygen Stable Isotope Analysis 
All ten powder sample splits from well NDIC-12357 were 
sent to the University of Michigan Department of Geological 
Sciences stable-isotope laboratory for analysis using a 
Finnigan-MAT 251 mass spectrometer. The mixed calcite and 
dolomite samples were treated as do.lomi te and completely 
reacted at 73°C with 100% phosphoric acid. The carbonate-
CO2 oxygen isotopic fractionation was assU1:(led 1.008652. The 
analyzed carbon dioxide was compared against three National 
Bureau of Standards (NBS) standards: NBS-18, NBS-19, and 
NBS-20. The analytical error (one standard deviation) of 
the analyses, using the largest error reported for any of 
the three standards (NBS-18), was reported by the lab to be 
+/- 0.09°/oo for o13C and +/- 0.32°/oo for 0180. All results 
are reported in the conventional delta (o) nomenclature 
relative to the PDB standard (Craig, 1957). 
19 
Sulfur stable Isotopes. 
Seven bedded anhydrites, nine pore-occluding 
anhydrites, and two replacement anhydrites were taken from 
selected core using a dental drill. These samples were 
crushed using a ceramic mortar and pestle and passed through 
a 63 micrometer sieve. The samples were sent to Krueger 
Enterprises, Inc., Geochron Laboratories Division, for 
sulfur stable isotope analysis. Sulfate samples were 
reduced to silver sulfide and then combusted at 850°C for 15 
minutes. 6345 was measured using a VG Isogas stable-
isotope-ratio mass spectrometer. Sulfur values are reported 
in the conventional 6345 nomenclature relative to Canon 
Diablo troilite (MacNamara and Thode, 1950). Analytical 
precision of the analyses (one standard deviation} was 
reported by the lab to be+/- 0.1°/oo. 
\ r 
PETROLEUM PRODUCTION STATISTICS 
Ultimate Recoverable Reserves Per Field 
The ultimate recoverable petroleum reserves in barrels 
of oil per field for the Wayne beds in the study area are 
shown in Table 2 and in Figure 5. The number of wells per 
field ranges from 1 to 7 with a mean of 4.6 wells per field. 
Petroleum reserves per field range from 69,000 to 869,000 
barrels (bbls) of oil with a mean of 330,000 bbls of oil per 
field. 
Ultimate Recoverable Reserves Per Well 
The mean recoverable oil reserves per well for each 
Mission Canyon field within the study area are shown in 
Table 3. The mean reserves per well per field range from 
19,000 to 124,000 barrels of oil. Due to the size of their 
oil reserves, the three oil pools of greatest interest to 
this thesis are the Cimbel, Leonard, and Roth fields. The 
ultimate recoverable petroleum reserves from the Wayne beds 
for each well in the.cimbel, Leonard, and Roth fields 
20 
TABLE 2: RECOVERABLE PETROLEUM RESERVES PER FIELD 
RECOVERABLE 
OIL FIELD RESERVES (bbls) (1) No. WELLS 
Boundary Creek 69,000 1 
Cimbel 869,000 7 
Leonard 395,000 7 
Lesje 106,000 1 
Northeast Landa 299,000 5 
Roth 679,000 6 
Scandia 136,000 7 
Zion 89.000 3 
Mean 330,000 4.6 
<1>- decline curve analysis 
' I; ( 
~ e '• ~ • ' ,.. 
k ~,..... • ;~ , .. ;o,,. i 
. 22 
Figure 5.- Map showing ultimate recoverable oil reserves 
per field. Production data for each field based on 
exponential decline curve analysis for every well 
within that field. The approximate outline of the 
Wayne beds producing oil pool is shown for each field. 
Dashed lines connect oil pools which are within the· 
same field boundaries. 
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TABLE 3:,RECOVERABLE PETROLEUM RESERVES PER WELL 
MEAN RESERVES 
OIL FIELD PER WELL (bbls) 
Boundary Creek 69,000 
Cimbel 124,000 
Leonard 56,000 
Lesje 106,000 
Northeast Landa 60,000 
Roth 113,000 
Scandia 19,000 
Zion 30.000 
Mean 12,000· 
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vary considerably, as shown in Figures 6, 7, and a, 
respectively. Within the field boundaries of these three 
pools (Figure 3), petroleum reserves for each well vary 
widely, from o to 406,000 bbls of oil. 
Petroleum Production Anomalies 
Petroleum production from individual wells varies 
greatly from field to field and within each field (Tables 2 
and 3; Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8). For example, two wells in 
the Cimbel field (Figure 6), which are approximately 1,867 
feet apart, will produce 191,000 barrels of oil and 25,000 
barrels, respectively. similarly, in the Leonar.d field 
(Figure 7) two wells which are about 1,867 feet apart, will 
produce 7,000 barrels of oil and 121,000 barrels, 
respectively. 
In some cases the amount of production in wells located 
within the same field differs by over two orders of 
magnitude. For example, the Roth field contains a prolific 
producer which is expected to produce over 400,000 barrels 
of oil and another well which only produced 2,000 barrels 
before being abandoned. 
- I 
'ii 
I 
26 
Figure·6.- Cimbel field map showing,ultimate recoverable 
oil reserves per well. Production data based on 
exponential decline curve analysis for each well. 
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Figure 7.- Leonard field.map showing ultimate recoverable 
oil reserves per well. Production data based on 
exponential decline curve analysis. The production 
data for wells which were not available at the time of 
.this thesis are depicted as question marks(?). 
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Figure 8.- Roth field map showing ultimate recoverable oil 
reserves per well. Production data based on 
exponential decline ~urve analysis for each well. 
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STUDY AREA STRATIGRAPHY 
Previous Work 
The evolution of stratigraphic terminology concerning 
the Wayne beds of the Mission Canyon Formation is shown in 
Figure 9. Based on outcrop studies in southwestern Montana, 
the Mississippian was first divided into the Lodgepole, 
Mission Canyon,_ and Charles Formations (Sloss and Moritz, 
1951). The Mission Canyon Formation was subsequently 
subdivided into five members designated M.C.-1 through M.C.-
5 (Thomas, 1954). The Saskatchewan Geological Society 
(1956) proposed using the Tilston beds in place of the M.c.-
1 and M.C.-2 members, and the Frobisher-Alida beds in place 
of the M. c. -3 through M. c .·-5 members. 
The Madison Group stratigraphic terminology most widely 
used today incorporates the use of argillaceous geophysical-
log markers at the top of shoaling upward cycles within the 
Tilston and Frobisher-Alida intervals to help delineate 
discrete beds. The Tilston and Frobisher-Alida intervals 
are most commonly subdivided into the LMC, Landa, Wayne, 
Glenburn, Mohall, Shery.rood, and Bluel! beds with the M.C.-2, 
32 
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Figure 9.- Evolution of Mississippian stratigraphic 
terminology. 
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Landa argillaceous (LAM), K-3, K-2, K-1, Sherwood 
argillaceous (SAM), and State A markers at the top of each 
bed, respectively (Harris et al., 1966) (Figure 9). 
However, the M.C.-2, K-3, K-2, and K-1 marker bed 
identification scheme is often confused with the M.C.-1 
through M.C.-5 stratigraphic terminology of Thomas (1954). 
Except for the use of marker bed terminology, the 
Mississippian stratigraphic terminology used in this thesis 
conforms with the terminology as it has been previously 
published (Sloss and Moritz, 1951; Saskatchewan Geological 
Society, 1956; Harris et al., 1966). This thesis designates 
the argillaceous markers at the top of each unit according 
to the name of the underlying interval. Thus, the K-3 
marker becomes the Wayne argillaceous marker (WAM), and the 
M.C.-2 marker becomes the Tilston argillaceous marker (TAM), 
and so on. This system of stratigraphic terminology for the 
Mission Canyon.Formation is simpler to use and is already in 
general usage. 
Type Log 
A gamma-ray and compensated-formation-density type log 
from the NDIC-5362 Borgen 1, located in the Sl/2NE1/4, 
Section 26, Tl63N, R79W, is shown in Figure 10. This type 
I 
log illustrates typical geophysical log responses to the 
I 
I 
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Figure 10.- study area type geophysical log. The gamma ray 
(GR) and compensated formation density (FDC) logs shown 
are from well NDIC-5362. The Spearfish Formation 
unconformably overlies the Mission Canyon Formation. 
Evaporites of the Glenburn beds conformably overlie the 
Wayne beds which overlie the Landa beds. Carbonates of 
the Wayne and Landa beds are delineated by the Wayne 
argillaceous (WAM), Landa argillaceous (LAM), and 
Til$ton argillaceous (TAM) markers. 
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Tilston evaporite beds, Tilston argillaceous marker (TAM), 
Landa beds, Landa argillaceous marker (LAM), Wayne beds, 
Wayne argillaceous marker (WAM), Glenburn beds, pre-Mesozoic 
unconformity, and Spearfish Formation. For the most part, 
these stratigraphic units are easily recognized on 
geophysical logs throughout the study area. 
Pre-Mesozoic Subcrop 
The period of erosion and nondeposition between the 
Mississippian and the Triassic is marked by an angular 
unconformity. From west to east across the study area, 
progressively older stratigraphic units are truncated by 
this angular unconformity and exposed on the pre-Mesozoic 
subcrop. 
Based on well log interpretations, the subcrop pattern 
of this erosional exposure is.shown in Figure 11. In some 
areas paleohighs have been eroded exposing older rocks 
below. Paleolows expose younger rocks which have not been 
eroded away. 
39 
Figure 11.- Pre-Mesozoic subcrop map. Erosion exposed 
progressively older intervals (Figures 9 and 10) on the 
pre-Mesozoic unconformity surface from west to east 
across the study area. Paleohighs were eroded to 
expose older units and paleolows contain uneroded 
younger units. 
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STUDY AREA STRUCTURAL EVOLUTION 
Previous work 
Mississippian structures on the eastern flank of the 
Williston Basin are believed to be the result of multistage, 
differential salt dissolution of the underlying Devonian 
Prairie Formation. Baillie (1953) noted that the Devonian 
Winnipegosis Formation, which is directly beneath the 
Prairie, is sometimes overlain by up to 100 feet of breccia, 
which he attributed to salt dissolution and collapse. A 
number of exampl.es of downwarped Mississippian blocks, which 
have been related to Prairie salt solution, have been 
described in the Williston Basin (Milner, 1956; Anderson and 
Hunt, 1964; McTavish, 1991). 
The formation of large structures due to salt 
dissolution may have been associated with deep-seated faults 
(Kupsch, 1958; Christiansen, i967}. Anderson and Hunt 
(1964) concluded that geologic structures in north-central 
North Dakota were the result of differential salt 
dissolution and that similar, potentially oil-productive 
structures could poss~bly be found in the study area. The 
41 
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literature contains many examples of structural pet!oleum 
traps formed by Prairie salt solution in the Williston Basin 
(Oglesby, 1987; McTavish and Vigrass, 1987). 
Structural Genesis in the study Area 
The present Mississippian structures found in the study 
area are probably the result of three separate processes: 
( 1) basin subsidence_, ( 2) differential compaction of 
sediments, and (3) multistage, differential dissolution of 
the Prairie. Basin subsidence has resulted in the regional 
western dip of the beds in the study area, but subsidence 
seems an improbable mechanism to explain the formation of 
study area structures. Basin subsidence could have led to 
thickening of the Wayne beds and the Spearfish Formation 
basinward to the west (Figures 16 and 17), but subsidence 
cannot account for the convoluted structures (Figures 12 and 
13) observed in the study area. 
Compaction of marine sediments was proposed by Beach 
and Schumacher (1982) to account for Frobisher-Alida 
interval geologic structures in the Stanley field area, 
Mountrail county, North Dakota. However, these structures 
were associated with intertidal to supratidal barrier 
islands and banks, which have not been recognized in the 
study area. Because major lithofacies changes do not occur 
------- ----
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in the Wayne·beds of the study area, isopach variations 
cannot be attributed to differential compaction. Also, 
compaction alone probably could not result in the creation 
of these structures. 
Multistage, differential dissolution of the underlying 
Prairie is the most likely mechanism to account for the 
nearly 100 feet of structural relief found in some locations 
in the study area. Dissolution of the Prairie could account 
for such large structures (Anderson and Hunt, 1964; 
Christiansen, 1964). Collapse has occurred in other areas 
of the Williston Basin which have experienced Prairie salt 
solution (Milner, 1956; Kupsch, 1958; McTavish and Vigrass, 
1987; Oglesby, 1987; McTavish, 1991). However, proving 
conclusively that study area structures formed as a result 
of ·salt dissolution is difficult due to the lack of Devonian 
well penetrations. 
The following sections contain interpretations 
regarding the present day structure, ~tructural growth 
during specific time intervals, and the location of 
paleostructures in the area of study. These structural 
interpretations are based on formation tops and intervals 
picked from geophysical logs. 
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Tilston Argillaceous Marker Structure 
The Tilston argillaceous marker (TAM) is composed of 
argillaceous mudstone beds deposited near the top of the 
Tilston evaporite beds (Figure 9) and commonly displays a 
characteristic spike on gamma ray and porosity logs (Figure 
10). The TAM has not been eroded anywhere in the study area 
and is therefore a reliable representation of present-day 
structure. 
The present-day TAM structure is shown in Figure 12. 
structural development reflected in the TAM is believed to 
have been caused by multistage, differential dissolution of 
the underlying Prairie. Structural highs on the TAM are 
closely associated with oil production from the overlying 
Wayne beds. 
Wayne Argillaceous Marker structure 
The Wayne argillaceous marker (WAM) is an argillaceous 
mudstone at the top of the Wayne beds near the base of the 
Glenburn beds (Figure 9). The WAM is a very good 
geophysical log marker in the study area as it usually 
exhibits a characteristic spike on gamma ray and porosity 
logs (Figure 10). 
I 
I 
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Figure 12.- Tilston argillaceous marker (TAM) structure 
map. This map shows present Mississippian structure 
beneath the Wayne beds. Structural highs correlate 
with oil production in the overlying Wayne beds. Datum 
is sea level. Contour interval is 100 feet. 
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The present WAM structure in the study area is 
presented in Figure 13. Portions of the WAM and the 
underlying Wayne beds were eroded away during formation of 
the pre-Mesozoic unconformity (Figure 11). In these areas 
of erosion.the structural elevation of the WAM has been 
reconstructed from lower stratigraphic markers. 
Reconstructed structural contours are represented by dashed 
lines in Figure 13. Oil fields which produce from the Wayne 
beds in the study area are closely associated with 
structural highs on the WAM. 
Pre-Mesozoic Unconformity Structure 
The Mississippian Charles and Mission Canyon Formations 
are unconformably overlain by the Triassic Spearfish 
Formation in the study area (Figure 9). The pre-Mesozoic 
unconformity usually exhibits a characteristic break on all 
geophysical logs (Figure 10). 
A structure map drawn on the present day pre-Mesozoic 
unconformity surface is shown in Figure 14. The angular 
nature of the unconformity can be seen by comparing the dip 
of the unconformity structure illustrated in Figure 14 to 
the dip of the underlying TAM and WAM structures presented 
in Figures 12 and 13, respectively. Both the TAM and the 
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Figure 13.- Wayne argillaceous marker (WAM) structure map. 
This map depicts present Mississippian structure at the 
top of the Wayne beds. Dashed lines indicate those 
' 
areas where the WAM was eroded during the time of the 
pre-Mesozoic unconformity. Note that structural highs 
correlate with oil production in the underlying Wayne 
beds. Datum is sea level. Contour interval is 100 
feet. 
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Figure 14.- Pre-Mesozoic unconformity surface structure 
map. This map displays present structure of the pre-
Mesozoic unconformity surface. Datum is sea level. 
contour interval is 100 feet. 
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WAM dip more steeply than the overlying pre-Mesozoic 
unconformity surface. 
During the Pennsylvanian and the Permian the study area 
experienced collapse due to Devonian salt solution. This 
resulted in the formation of highs and lows on the 
unconformity surface. Core examination suggests that debris 
shed from highs accumulated as karst breccias in the lows. 
Spearfish Formation Structure 
The top of the Spearfish and the base of the overlying 
Jurassic Piper Formation usually display a characteristic 
break on all types of geophysical logs (Figure 10). Figure 
15 shows the present structure of the Spearfish Formation. 
structural Growth During Wayne and Landa Beds Deposition 
Both the TAM and the WAM were originally deposited in a 
nearly horizontal orientation across the study area. The 
TAM was deposited over an evaporite unit, and a thin layer 
of evaporite was deposited over the TAM. The WAM was laid 
down at the beginning of an evaporite sequence and has 
evaporite beds both below and above. 
j 
) 
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Figure 15. - Spearfish Formation structure map._ This map 
shows present structure at the top of the Spearfish 
Formation. Datum is sea level. Contour interval is 
100 feet. 
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Positive and negative structures were present during 
the deposition of the Wayne and Landa beds. This structural 
growth can be seen in the variable thicknesses of the Wayne 
and Landa beds, measured from the TAM to the WAM, as shown 
in Figure 16. The thick areas seen on this isopach map are 
believed to represent areas of negative structural growth 
due to the dissolution and collapse of the underlying 
Prairie,· whereas thin areas may be localities in which 
dissolution had not yet occurred. 
Paleotopography During Spearfish Deposition 
A Spearfish Formation isopach map is shown in Figure 
17. The top of the isopach interval is a shale unit in the 
Spearfish which was probably deposited in a nearly 
horizontal position. The bottom of the isopach interval is 
the pre-Mesozoic unconformity surface. since this surface 
exhibits karsted lows and eroded highs, topographic relief 
probably existed on the unconformity surface before the 
Spearfish was deposited. Thus, thin areas on the Spearfish 
isopach probably represent paleohighs and thick areas 
paleolows. 
' ; 
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Figure 16.- Wayne and Landa beds isopach map. Isopach 
interval measured from the WAM to the TAM. Thick areas 
on this map depict negative structural growth due to 
salt dissolution in the underlying Devonian Prairie 
Formation during Wayne beds deposition. Thin areas 
represent those localities which had not yet 
experienced salt collapse. Contour interval is 10 
feet. 
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Figure 17.- Spearfish Formation isopach map. Isopach 
interval measured from the top of the Spearfish 
Formation to the pre-Mesozoic unconformity surface. 
Thin areas on this map show highs and thick areas 
represent lows at the time of Spearfish deposition. 
Contour interval is 10 feet. 
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STUDY AREA LITHOLOGIES 
Previous Work 
The thinly laminated to thickly bedded lithology of the 
Frobisher-Alida interval has been described by many authors 
(Shanley, 1983; Obelenus, 1985; Luther, 1988; Ahmed and 
Last, 1991) as being highly complex. Lithofacies in the 
Frobisher-Alida can change very rapidly in both the 
horizontal and vertical directions. 
Shanley (1983) identified twelve different lithofacies 
in the Frobisher-Alida interval, which he described as being 
a complex mosaic of interfingering lithofacies. The 
Frobisher-Alida has been divided into eight lithofacies by 
Obelenus (1985) and into six by Luther (1988). Four 
) 
t lithofacies were recognized by Ahmed and Last (1991), but 
J) 
they described the lithofacies distribution as being highly 
variable. The lithofacies classification schemes of these 
authors are shown in Table 4. 
These Mission Canyon workers acknowledged the 
complexity of the Frobisher-Alida on a. local scale, yet 
similarities are observed in their lithofacies 
60 
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TABLE 4: LITHOFACIES CLASSIFICATION SCHEMES 
Shanley (1983) 
1. Massive Anhydrite 
2. Bedded Anhydrite 
3. Bladed Anhydrite 
4. Enterolithic Anhydrite 
5. Halite 
···~ i 
6. Laminated-fenestral mudstone 
7. Pisolite 
8. Laminated light-dark mudstone 
9. Burrowed mudstone-wackestone 
10. Coral-brachiopod wackestone-packstone 
11. Ooid-peloid packstone 
12. Patterned carbonate 
· Obelenus (1985) 
1. Skeletal wackestone and packstone 
2. Skeletal grainstone 
3. Calcisphere wackestone and packstone 
4. Intraclast grainstone 
5. Fenestral wackestone and packstone 
6. Pisolite ooid wackestone and grainstone 
7. Dolomudstone 
8. Anhydrite 
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Luther (1988) 
LF-1: Fossiliferous grainy mudstone-packstone 
LF-2: Coated-grain wackestone-grainstone 
LF-3: Peloidal-intraclastic wackestone-packstone 
LF-4: Dolowackestone-mudstone and anhydrite 
LF-5: Massive anhydrite 
LF-6: Siliciclastic sandstone-siltstone 
Ahmed and Last (1991) 
1. stromatolite-cryptalgal laminite-pseudostromata 
2. Bioclastic grainstone 
3.-Peloidal grainstone 
4. Vadolite 
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classifications from widely separated study areas. For 
example, the coral-brachiopod wackestone-packstone of 
Shanley (1983) is very similar to the skeletal wackestone of 
Obelenus (1985) and the fossiliferous wackestone of Luther 
(~988). In addition, other lithofacies similarities exist 
between these studies. This suggests that while the 
lithofacies of the Frobisher-Alida are highly complex 
locally, regionally the lithofacies are relatively 
consistent. 
Lithofacies of the Wayne Beds 
Petrographic descriptions of thin sections examined in 
this study are given in Appendix A. The carbonate 
classification scheme of Dunham (1962) is used throughout 
this thesis. Porosity classifications conform to those 
proposed by Choquette and Pray (1970). 
The Wayne beds in the study area are a highly complex, 
interfingering mosaic of lithofacies and sublithofacies 
(Appendix A). The thickness of these sublithofacies ranges 
from thinly laminated to thickly bedded. Based on 
megascopic and petrographic observations, the lithofacies of 
the study area can be ~ivided into four main groups: (1) 
packstones, (2) wackestones, (3) mudstones, and (4) 
anhydrites. 
The non-skeletal and skeletal allochems observed in the 
packstone, wackestone, and mudstone lithofacies, listed in 
decreasing order of relative abundance, are shown in Table 
5. The major non-skeletal allochems consist of pisolites, 
peloids, ooids, intraclasts, and pellets. The main 
skeletals found in the Wayne beds include calcispheres, 
gastropods, ostracods, forams, pelecypods, brachiopods, 
stromatolites, corals, and crinoids. The lithofacies can be 
further described by using the terms dolomitic and/or 
anhydritic. 
Almost every conceivable combination of carbonate 
fabric, non-skeletal allochems, and skeletal allochems has 
been observed in the Wayne beds in the study area. The non-
skeletal allochems and skeletal allochems have been used to 
divide the main lithofacies into a number of sublithofacies. 
Packstone Sublithofacies 
The sublithofacies of the packstone lithofacies are 
presented in Table 6. The packstone sublithofacies of the 
Wayne beds can occur as unaltered, dolomitized and/or 
anhydritized carbonate. The major non-skeletal allochems in 
the packstone sublith~facies are pisoliths (Figure 18), 
peloids (Figure 19), ooids, intraclasts, and pellets. 
-I 
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TABLE 5: WAYNE BEDS LITHOFACIES. ALLOCHEMS, AND MODIFIERS 
Lithofacies 
Packs tone 
Wackes tone 
Mudstone 
Non-Skeletals Skeletals 
Pisoliths Calcispheres 
Peloids 
Ooids 
Intraclasts 
Pellets 
Peloids 
Pisoliths 
Ooids 
Intraclasts 
Gastropods 
Ostracods 
Forams 
Pelecypods 
Os tr a cods 
Gastropods 
Calcispheres 
Pelecypods 
Stromatolites 
Modifiers 
Dolomitic 
Anhydritic 
Dolomitic 
Anhydritic 
(Massive) 
Peloids 
Intraclasts 
Stromatolites Dolomitic 
Gastropods 
Pelecypods 
Os tr a cods 
Brachiopods 
Corals 
crinoids 
Calcispheres 
Anhydritic 
.. 
" 
TABLE 6: WAYNE BEDS PACKSTONE SUBLITHOFACIES 
IN DECREASING ORDER OF ABUNDANCE 
1. Pisolitic packstone 
2. Peloidal packstone 
3. O~litic packstone 
4. Skeletal packstone 
5. Pisolitic-peloidal packs tone 
6. Pisoiitic-oolitic packstone 
7. Pisolitic-skeletal packstone 
a. Peloidal-oolitic packstone 
9. Peloidal-skeletal packstone 
10. Oolitic-skeletal packstone 
J 
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Figure 18.~ (A) Photomicrograph of a pisolitic packstone. 
White is equant calcite cement (NDIC-2176; 3,135 feet; 
plane light; field of view (FOV) 6.3 mm). (B) Core 
photograph of a pisolitic packstone (NDIC-1159; 3,237 
feet; 10 cm wide). 
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Figure 19.- (A) Photomicrograph of a peloidal packstone. 
White_is equant calcite cement (NDIC-3577; 3,107 feet; 
plane light; FOV 3.3 mm). (B) core photograph of a 
peloidal packstone (NDIC-1159; 3,234 feet; 10 cm wide). 
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Calcispheres, gastropods, ostracods, foraminifera, and 
pelecypods are the main skeletal allochems in the packstone 
sublithofacies. Skeletal packstones are shown in Figure 20. 
Wackestone Sublithofacies 
The sublithofacies of the Wayne beds wackestone 
lithofacies are shown- in Table 7. The wackestone 
sublithofacies of the Wayne beds can be unaltered, 
dolomitized and/or anhydritized. Peloids, pisoliths (Figure 
21), ooids, and intraclasts are the main non-skeletal 
allochems in the wackestone sublithofacies. Principal 
skeletal allochems (Figure 22) include ostracods, 
gastropods, calcispheres, pelecypods, and stromatolites. 
Mudstone Sublithofacies 
The mudstone sublithofacies of the Wayne beds are 
presented in Table a. Unaltered, dolomitized, and/or 
anhydritized mudstone lithofacies are observed in the Wayne 
beds. These mudstone lithofacies are usually massive 
(Figure 23), but may contain non-skeletal and skeletal 
allochems. The major non-skeletal allochems consist of 
peloids and intraclasts. The primary skeletal allochems are 
w 
. 
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Figure 20.- (A) Photomicrograph of a skeletal packstone. 
Shown are gastropods, pelecypods, and calcispheres. 
Blue is interparticle porosity (NDIC-1977; 3,169 feet; 
plane light; FOV 6~3 mm). (B) Core photograph of a 
skeletal packstone (NDIC-2176; 3,123 feet; 10 cm 
wide). 
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TABLE 7: WAYNE BEDS WACKESTONE SUBLITHOFACIES 
IN DECREASING ORDER OF ABUNDANCE 
1. Peloidal wackestone 
2. Stromatolitic wackestone 
3. Pisolitic wackestone 
4. Skeleta1·wackestone 
5. Peloidal-stromatolitic wackestone 
6. Peloidal-pisolitic wackestone 
7. Peloidal-skeletal wackestone 
8. Stromatolitic-pisolitic wackestone 
9. Stromatolitic-skeletal wackestone 
10. Pisolitic-skeletal wackestone 
I. i 
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Figure 21.- (A) Photomicrograph of a pisolitic wackestone. 
Black is vugular porosity. Large, light blue crystal 
is pore-bridging anhydrite cement (NDIC-1159; 3,230 
feet; crossed nicols; FOV 6.3 mm).· (B) Core photograph 
of a pisolitic wackestone (NDIC-1159; 3,214 feet; 10 cm 
wide). 
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Figure 22.- Photomicrograph of a skeletal wackestone. 
Shown are pelecypods, ostracods, and calcispheres 
(NDIC-1159; 3,236 feet; plane light; FOV 6.3 mm). 
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TABLE 8: WAYNE BEDS MUDSTONE SUBLITHOFACIES 
IN DECREASING ORDER OF ABUNDANCE 
1. Massive mudstone 
2. Stromatolitic mudstone 
3. Peloidal mudstone 
4. Skeletal mudstone 
5. Stromatolitic~peloidal mudstone 
6. Stromatolitic-skeletal mudstone 
7. Peloidal-skeletal mudstone 
8. Intraclastic mudstone 
·, 
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Figure 23.- (A) Photomicrograph of a massive mudstone. 
White is vugular porosity (NDIC-1977; 3,189 feet; plane 
.light; FOV 6. 3 mm). (B) Core photograph of a massive 
rnudstone (NDIC-1159; 3,218 feet; 10 cm wide). 
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stromatolites (Figure 24), gastropods, pelecypods, 
ostracods, brachiopods, corals, crinoids, and calcispheres. 
Anhydrite Sublithofacies 
The anhydrite lithofacies of the Wayne beds has been 
divided into sublithofacies based mainly on sedimentary 
textures as shown in Table 9. No allochems have been 
observed in the anhydrite sublithofacies. The anhydrite 
classification scheme and textural descriptions suggested by 
Maiklem et al. (1969) are used in this thesis. A 
photomicrograph and core photograph of a bedded anhydrite 
are shown in Figure 25. 
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Figure 24.- (A) Photomicrograph of a stromatolitic mudstone 
(NDIC-2176; 3,160 feet; plane light; FOV 6.3 mm). (B) 
Core photograph of a stromato·litic mudstone (NDIC-1159; 
3,239 feet; 10 cm wide). 
' 
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TABLE 9: WAYNE BEDS ANHYDRITE SUBLITHOFACIES 
IN DECREASING ORDER OF ABUNDANCE 
1. Massive anhydrite 
2. Distorted massive anhydrite 
3. Bedded massive anhydrite 
4. Mosaic anhydrite 
5. Distorted mosaic anhydrite 
6. Bedded mosaic anhydrite 
7~ Nodular anhydrite 
8. Distorted nodular anhydrite 
9. Nodular mosaic anhydrite 
10. Bedded nodular anhydrite 
86 
Figure 25.- (A) Photomicrograph of bedded anhydrite with 
enterolithic micrite (NDIC-3451; 3,111 feet; plane 
light; FOV 6.3 mm). (B) Core photograph of bedded 
anhydrite (NDIC-1159; 3,180 feet; 10 cm wide). 

DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENTS 
Previous Work 
Most Mission canyon Formation researchers agree that 
the Frobisher-Alida beds were deposited on a carbonate 
platform or carbonate shelf. Shanley (1983) described the 
Frobisher-Alida interval as having been deposited in a 
peritidal environment next to a low-lying coastal plain and 
lagoon complex. The Frobisher-Alida was considered to be 
the result of a digitate shoreline, shallowing upward, lime-
mud to sabkha sequence by Obelenus (1985). 
Luther {1988) contended that the lithofacies 
distribution in the Frobisher-Alida beds was due to the 
presence of a horizontal sali~ity gradient in a shallow 
marine environment. The Frobisher-Alida beds were 
interpreted to have been deposited on a carbonate tidal-
flat/shoreline complex by Ahmed and Last (1991). A summary 
of the Frobisher-Alida depositional environments suggested 
by these studies, together with the investigations of Wilson 
1 {1975, p. 283-285), Quinn (1986), Stephens (1986), and 
,( 
;( Schwartz (1987), are gtven in Table 10. 
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TABLE 10: FROBISHER-ALIDA DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENTS 
Author (Year) 
Wilson (1975) 
Shanley (1983) 
Obelenus (1985) 
Stephens (1986) 
Quinn (1986) 
Schwartz (1987) 
Depositional Environments 
Open Marine, Oolitic to Peloidal 
Shoals, Lagoons, Tidal Flats, 
Sabka 
Subtidal, Peritidal, Evaporitic 
Lagoon, Coastal Plain 
Open Marine, Major Shoals, 
Protected Marine, Restricted 
Lagoon, Tidal Flat, Marginal 
Sabkha, Inner Sabkha 
Sublittoral, Littoral, 
Supralittoral 
Open Marine, Ooid Shoal, Ponded 
Lime Mud Flat, Evaporitic Lagoon, 
Sabkha 
Shallow Marine, Shallow-
Sublittoral, Restricted 
Sublittoral, Supralittoral 
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Luther (1988) 
Ahmed & Last (1991) 
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Open Marine Sublittoral, 
Hypersaline Moderate Energy 
Sublittoral, Hypersaline Low Energy 
Sublittoral, Supratidal, Sabkha 
Shallow Open Marine, Shoals, Tidal 
Channels, Intertidal Flats, put-off 
Lagoons, Restricted Coastal Ponds 
./ 
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As can be seen in Table 10, these researchers are in 
general agreement as to the depositional environments of the 
Frobisher-Alida even in widely separated studies. In 
general, these models suggest that the Mississippian in the 
Williston Basin consisted of shallow, open-marine, shoal, 
subtidal-lagoon, tidal-flat, and evaporitic environments of 
deposition. 
Wayne Beds Depositional Model 
The Wayne beds in the study area were probably 
deposited on a shallow, open-marine to shallow semi-
restricted marine shelf. A generalized depositional-
environment model for the Wayne beds in the study area is 
shown in Figure 26. This model is based on m·egascopic and 
petrographic core observations in the study area together 
with comparisons to previous studies and the work of Wilson 
(1975). From basinward to landward, the depositional 
environments are open marine, marine shoal, lagoon, tidal 
flat, supratidal flat to evaporitic lagoon, and sabkha. 
The depositional-environments model proposed in this 
thesis generally agrees with the models suggested by the 
above authors (Table .. 10), and most closely agrees with the 
models of Wilson (1975) and Obelenus (1985). However, 
neither the digitate shoreline proposed by Obelenus (1985), 
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Figure 26.- Wayne beds depositional environments model. 
Also shown are the allochems and lithofacies observed 
in the various depositional environments. Not to 
scale •. A legend describing the various symbols used in 
this figure is shown in Appendix A. 
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nor the horizontal salinity gradient evaporite sedimentation 
controls suggested by Luther (1988), have been recognized in 
the study area. 
Based on petrographic exam~nation, the productive 
intervals of wells in the cimbel, Leonard, and Roth fields 
are all completed within the packstone-wackestone 
lithofacies of the tidal flat environment (Figure 26). No 
significant lithofacies or depositional environment 
variations were observed either between wells within a field 
or between fields. 
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DISCUSSION: OIL PRODUCTION ANOMALIES 
structure 
Detailed Tilston argillaceous marker (TAM) structure 
maps, together with ultimate recoverable oil reserves for 
the Cimbel, Leonard, and Roth fields. are presented in 
Figures 27, 28, and 29, respectively. Comparing the 
structure to oil production reveals that wells drilled below 
the oil-water transition zone do not produce oil and that 
wells drilled above the oil-water transition zone may or may 
-not produce oil. 
The base of the oil-water transition zone in the Cimbel 
field appears to occur at approximately 1,725 feet below sea 
level (Figure 27). Wells drilled below this elevation are 
dry holes. However, the Cimbel field also has two dry holes 
above this elevation. Apparently, the amount of oil 
production per well is not controlled by structure. The 
best producer (191,000 bbls) is one Qf the structurally 
lowest wells in the field, and the poorest producer (25,000 
bbls) is one of the structurally highest wells in the field. 
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Figure 27.- Cimbel field Tilston argillaceous marker {TAM) 
structure contour map with ultimate recoverable oil 
reserves per well. Datum is sea level. Contour 
interval is 25 feet .. Symbols are as defined in Figure 
3. 
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TAM STRUCTURE & OIL RESERVES MAP 
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Figure 28.- Leonard field Tilston argillaceous marker (TAM) 
structure contour map with ultimate recoverable oil 
reserves per well. Question marks denote wells whose 
production data were unavailable. Datum is sea level. 
Contour interval is 25 feet. Symbols are as defined in 
Figure 3. 
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Figure 29.- Roth field Tilston argillaceous marker (TAM) 
structure contour map with ultimate recoverable oil 
reserves per well. Datum is sea level. Contour 
interval is 25 feet. Symbols are as defined in Figure 
3. 
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The Leonard field has an oil-water transition zone 
whose base is at about 1,750 feet below sea level (Figure 
28). The structurally highest well in the field is one of 
the poorest producers at only 7,000 bbls. The best well in 
the field (127,000 bbls) is also one of the-structurally 
lowest wells in the field. 
The oil-water transition zone in the Roth field occurs 
at approximately 1,725 feet below sea level (Figure 29). 
Two dry holes in this field are located above that 
elevation. The best producer (406,000 bbls) occurs at about 
the same structural elevation as wells which will produce 
2,000, 108,000, and 19,000 bbls. 
A comparison of the production figures together with 
the structures for the Cimbel, Leonard, and Roth fields 
tends to rule out hydrodynamics and the accompanying tilted 
oil-water contacts as possible solutions to the production 
anomalies. The dry holes and poor producers are on the west 
and east sides of Cimbel field, the northeast side of 
Leonard field, and the west side of Roth field. Regional 
hydrodynamics is an unlikely mechanism to cause tilted oil-
water contacts with three different orientations in these 
three closely spaced oil fields. 
Two factors must be considered regarding the 
exploration and development of Wayne oil fields in the study 
area. First, the well must encounter the Wayne beds above 
: ,- ' 
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the oil-water transition zone. Second, above the oil-water 
transition zone, structure is not a guide to the amount of 
oil an individual well will produce over its lifetime. 
Depositional Environments and Lithofacies 
As discussed above, across the Cimbel, Leonard, and 
Roth fields the Wayne beds consist of the packstone-
wackestone lithofacies, which was probably deposited in a 
tidal flat depositional environment (Figure 26). 
Petrographic analysis of the core from these three fields 
does not reveal differences in Wayne lithofacies between the 
fields and between individual wells within those fields that 
could account for the observed production anomalies. For 
example, the Wayne beds in NDIC-2902 (104,000 bbls producer) 
and NDIC-2176 (dry hole) in the Roth field (Figure 29), and 
the NDIC-12357 (152,000 bbls producer) and NDIC-12401 
(25,000 bbls producer) in the Cimbel field (Figure 27), were 
all deposited in a tidal flat environment. However, total 
recoverable oil reserve estimates for these wells vary 
greatly. 
,• 
DIAGENESIS 
Previous Work 
The Frobisher-Alida beds are interpreted to have 
undergone marine phreatic diagenetic processes such as 
cementation, micritization, dolomitization, and 
anhydritization (Shanley, 1983; Obelenus, 1985; Luther, 
1988; Ahmed and Last, 1991). These beds have also 
experienced diagenesis in the freshwater vadose and 
freshwater phreatic diagenetic environments, resulting in 
mineralogical stabilization, dissolution, and cementation 
(Obelenus, 1985; Ahmed and Last, 1991). Burial diagenetic 
features such as compaction, pressure solution, fracturing, 
and dolomitization have also been described in the 
Frobisher-Alida interval (Shanley, 1983; Obelenus, 1985). 
Dolomitization of the Frobisher-Alida interval is 
extensive in some areas of the Williston Basin and lacking 
in others. Lindsay and Roth (1982) reported that the 
Mission Canyon Formation in the Little Knife field, Billings 
County,. is heavily dolomitized. The Frobisher-Alida in 
north-central North Dakota has been described as 
104 
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undolomitized (Shanley, 1983). Other studies have reported 
amounts of dolomitization which vary between these two 
extremes (Obelenus, 1985; Luther, 1988; Ahmed and Last, 
1991). 
Marine Phreatic Diagenesis 
Cementation 
one of the first diagenetic processes to affect 
carbonate sediments is the cementation of the allochems in 
the marine phreatic diagenetic environment (Figure 30). 
Later generations of calcite cement often overgrow marine 
cements. Marine cements can be controlled by either 
inorganic or organic mechanisms (Alexandersson, 1971) and 
form isopachous, bladed or fibrous rims around allochems 
(Longman, 1980). 
Figure 31A is a photomicrograph showing marine phreatic 
cement consisting of isopachous rims around pisoliths. The 
Wayne beds in the study area have experienced cementation in 
the marine phreatic diagenetic environment. 
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Figure JO.- Paragenetic sequence for the Wayne beds (CMT= 
cement; DOL= dolomite; ANHY= anhydrite; ·FW= 
freshwater; DISS= dissolution; MIN STAB= 
mineralogical stabilization; SOL= solution). 
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PARAGEIE!IC SEQUENCE FOR THE WAYIE'BEDS 
DIAGENETIC EVENT SHALLOW EXPOSURE BURIAL 
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Figure 31.- Photomicrographs of marine phreatic cements. 
(A) Isopachous rims of calcite around allochems in a 
pisolitic packstone. Black is interparticle porosity. 
(NDIC-12357; 3,129 feet; crossed nicols; FOV 6.3 mm). 
(B) Micrite rims around allochems in a pisolitic-
peloidal packstone. Black is vugular porosity. Bright 
white crystal is pore-bridging anhydrite cement (NDIC-
2902; 3,136 feet; crossed nicols; FOV 6.3 mm) • 
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Micritization 
Micritization of carbonates results from infilling of 
the microborings of endolithic organisms, such as algae and 
fungi, by lime mud (Margolis and Rex, 1971; Rooney and 
Perkins, 1972). Endolithic algae can also add a micritic 
layer to the outside of a carbonate grain, thus reducing 
primary porosity (Kobluk and Risk, 1977). 
Soon after deposition, at or near the sediment-water 
interface, some of the grains and marine cements in the 
Wayne beds were micritized (Figure 30). Many of the peloids 
in the Wayne beds are believed to have originally been ooid 
grains which have undergone micritization. Figure 31B is a 
photomicrograph showing micrite cement binding pisoliths and 
peloids. 
Dolomitization 
Dolomites can form in a wide variety of environments 
including the marine phreatic environment. Subtidal 
qolomite has been found in recent (Behrens and Land, 1972) 
as well as ancient (Qing and Mountjoy, 1989; Amthor and 
Friedman, 1992) shallow marine sediments. Also, 
dolomitization by normal seawater can occur at shallow 
depths below the seafloor (Saller, 1984). 
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Some Wayne dolomite may have been penecontemporaneous 
(Figure 30). Some of this primary dolomite could have been 
the result of direct precipitation in a lagoon depositional 
environment. The quantity of subtidal dolomite precipitated 
in the Wayne beds, if any, is unknown. 
Hypersaline Phreatic Diagenesis 
Dolomitization 
In modern supratidal flats, primary dolomites have been 
found that precipitated directly from pore fluids (Shinn et 
al., 1965; Butler, 1969; Kinsman, 1969; McKenzie, 1981; 
Pierre et al., 1984). Modern dolomites may also form in 
evaporitic lagoons and hypersaline lakes (Clayton et al., 
1968). Dolomitization of carbonates in similar depositional 
environments can also occur due to brine reflux or flow of 
dolomite-saturated brines through the subsurface (Adams and 
Rhodes, 1960; Kinsman, 1969; Supko, 1977; Patterson and 
Kinsman, 1982). 
Figure 32A is a photomicrograph showing possible 
hypersaline phreatic matrix dolomite concentrated in a 
fracture. Hypersali~e phreatic replacement dolomite, with 
remnant pisolith ghosts, is shown in Figure 32B. During 
Wayne beds time, contemporaneous with carbonate 
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Figure 32.- Photomicrographs of possible hypersaline. 
phreatic dolomite. (A} Dolomite rhombs concentrated in 
a fracture in a peloidal wackestone. White is equant 
calcite cement (NDIC-12357; 3,119 feet; crossed nicols; 
FOV 6.3 mm). (B} Pisolith ghosts in a finely 
crystalline replacement dolomite. Black is 
interparticle (?} porosity (NDIC-12357; 3,123 feet; 
crossed nicols; FOV 6.3 mm). 
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sedimentation in the tidal flat depositional environment, 
dolomite could have formed in the supratidal-evaporitic 
lagoon and sabkha depositional environments (Figure 30). 
Waters saturated with dolomite below these environments 
could have been pumped or refluxed basinward through the 
subsurface resulting in dolomitization of the packstone-
wackestone lithofacies of the tidal-flat depositional 
environment. 
As the Triassic seas transgressed the study area over 
the pre-Mesozoic unconformity, the Wayne beds could have 
once again been subjected to dolomitization in the 
hypersaline environment (Figure 30). The amount of 
dolomitization due to re-submergence in the hypersaline 
phreatic environment, if any, has not been quantified. 
Dissolution and Replacement by Anhydrite 
Anhydrite cements form by either direct precipitation 
in pore spaces or by a dissolution and replacement process 
(Sloss, ·1969; Vai and Lucchi, 1977; Patterson and Kinsman, 
1981). Formation waters which are undersaturated with 
respect to calcite and saturated with respect to calcium 
~ulfate can result in the dissolution and replacement of 
calcite by anhydrite (Vai and Lucchi, 1977). These 
processes can occur in the subsurface as the result of 
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regional groundwater flow, evaporitic pumping, and/or brine 
reflux (Patterson and Kinsman, 1981; Bein and Land, 1982). 
The carbonates in the Wayne beds are interpretated to 
contain small amounts of replacement anhydrite. In general, 
the yellow to brown anhydrites found in the Frobisher-Alida. 
are due to replacement in a hypersaline environment, and the 
clear to white, pore-occluding anhydrites are a burial-
diagenesis product (Murray, 1964). Contemporaneous with 
Wayne beds deposition, waters saturated with respect to 
gypsum and undersaturated with respect to calcite may have 
been pumped or refluxed basinward from the supratidal flats 
and evaporitic lagoon depositional environments through the 
subsurface resulting in carbonate replacement by anhydrite 
(Figure 30). Replacement of pisoliths and cement by 
hypersaline phreatic anhydrite may be partial (Figure 33A) 
or complete (Figure 33B). 
A hypersaline diagenetic environment may have re-
occurred in the study area after formation of the pre-
Mesozoic unconformity due to the transgression of the 
Triassic seas (Figure 30). A second episode of Wayne beds 
hypersaline anhydritization may have resulted from the 
processes described above. Evidence for this is provided by 
sulfur isotope data 9iscussed below. 
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Figure 33.- Photomicrographs of interpretated. hypersaline 
phreatic anhydrite. (A) Anhydrite that partially 
replaced allochems and cement in a pisolitic packstone 
(NDIC-12357; 3,~27 feet; crossed nicols; ·pov 6.3 .mm). 
(B) Anhydrite that completely replaced allochems and 
cement in a peloidal packstone (NDIC-3933; 3,057 feet; 
crossed nicols; FOV 6.3 mm). 
I 
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Freshwater Vadose Diagenesis 
Dissolution of Grains and Cement 
Shallow marine cements and allochems have an original 
mfneralogy consisting primarily of metastable aragonite and 
magnesium calcite together with a small amount of calcite. 
The movement of freshwater, which is undersaturated with 
respect to magnesium calcite and aragonite, through these 
sediments can result in the dissolution of grains and cement 
(Longman, 1980). The result of this dissolution process is 
the formation of vugular and solution-enlarged porosity 
(Matthews, 1967; Choquette and Pray, 1970; Longman, 1980). 
Sometime after deposition of the Wayne beds, the study 
area· was subjected to subaerial exposure as evidenced by the 
pre-Mesozoic unconformity (Figure 30). This event subjected 
the Wayne beds to a freshwater vadose diagenetic environment 
where dissolution resulted in the formation of vugular-
(Figure 34A) and solution-enlarged secondary porosity. 
Cementation 
Freshwater trickling downward through carbonate 
sediment eventually becomes saturated with respect to 
calcite and may precipitate calcite in the vadose 
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Figure 34.- Photomicrographs of freshwater vadose features. 
(A) Vugular porosity (black) in a peloidal wackestone. 
(NDIC-1159; 3,232 feet; crossed nicols; FOV 6.3 mm). 
(B) Meniscus cements in a pisolitic packstone. Black 
is interparticle porosity (NDIC-2776; 3,251 feet; 
crossed nicols; FOV 6.3 mm). 
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environment (Matthews, 1964; Longman, 1980). The resultant 
cements can sometimes be recognized by their pendant or 
meniscus forms. However, vadose cements may also be equant 
or micritic, forms not diagnostic of the vadose environment 
(Thorstenson et al., 1972; Halley and Harris, 1979; Longman, 
1980). 
Subaerial exposure of the Wayne beds in the study area 
resulted in the formation of vadose cements (Figure 30). 
Freshwater-vadose micritic, meniscus cements in a pisolitic 
packstone are shown in Figure 34B. 
Freshwater Phreatic Diagenesis 
Mineralogical Stabilization 
One of the more important processes that occurs in the 
freshwater phreatic zone is the mineralogical stabilization 
of carbonate allochems and cements (Friedman, 1964; 
Matthews, 1968; Steinen and Matthews, 1973). This 
mineralogical stabilization involves the transformation of 
metastable aragonite and magnesium calcite to stable calcite 
{Land and Epstein, 1970). Stabilization of mineralogy early 
in the diagenetic his~ory of a carbonate can result in 
preservation of reservoir-quality rock because porosity may 
not be totally occluded by burial processes such as 
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compaction and cementation (Wagner and Matthews, 1982). 
Carbonates not stabilized during early diagenesis will be 
stabilized in the burial environment. Burial stabilization 
can release calcium and magnesium carbonate into the pore 
fluids leading to precipitation of pore-occluding burial 
dolomite and calcite cements. 
Thin areas on the Spearfish Formation isopach map 
(Figure 17) suggest that highs existed at the time of 
Spearfish deposition. These paleohighs could have become 
islands as the Triassic seas transgressed the study area. 
Freshwater lenses may have developed beneath these islands 
and resulted in the mineralogical stabilization of the Wayne 
limestones (Figure 30). The Wayne beds beneath these 
paleohighs exhibit much less burial dolomite and calcite 
cementation than beneath the paleolows (Appendix A). Thus, 
carbonates outside of the palepislands may have experienced 
less freshwater diagenesis and more burial dolomite and 
calcite cementation. 
Cementation 
The freshwater phreatic diagenetic environment can be a 
zone of abundant calc~te-cement precipitation (Friedman, 
1964; and Land, 1970). Equant calcite cements are commonly 
interpreted as having precipitated in a freshwater phreatic 
t 
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environment (Longman, 1980). In the short term, these 
cements tend to occlude both primary and secondary porosity. 
However, in the long term, they may make the rock less 
susceptible to porosity occlusion due to burial processes 
(Wagner and Matthews, 1982). Thus, some freshwater-phreatic 
diagenesis may be beneficial for porosity preservation as 
long as cementation is not too extensive. 
The Wayne beds contain only rare examples of cements 
which can be conclusively identified as having a freshwater-
phreatic origin. Figure 35 is a photomicrograph displaying 
a rim of bladed to equant freshwater phreatic cement on the 
inside of a gastropod shell. Other equant cements.are 
common, but they could have precipitated in the freshwater-
vadose, freshwater-phreatic, or burial environments. 
Burial Diagenesis 
Compaction 
Sediment loading compacts carbonate grains and matrix 
(Coogan, 1970; Shinn and Robbin, 1983). Laboratory 
experiments have shown that significant compaction occurs at 
overburden pressures ~imulating 1,000 feet of overlying 
sediment (Shinn and Robbin, 1983). Compaction can 
obliterate primary porosity (Shinn and Robbin, 1983). 
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Figure 35.- Photomicrograph of freshwater phreatic cement. 
A rim of bladed to equant cements on the inside of a 
gastropod shell in a skeletal wackestone. Black is 
intraparticle porosity (NDIC-2176; 3,123 feet; crossed 
nicols; FOV 6.3 mm). 
I 
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After the pre-Mesozoic unconformity approximately 3,100 
to 3,200 feet of Triassic through Quaternary age sediments· 
· were deposited over the Wayne beds. The paragenetic 
sequence for the Wayne beds is presented in Figure 30. 
Compaction probably began soon after deposition and 
continued to the end of the Cretaceous. Those sediments 
that experienced the greatest amount of freshwater 
diagenesis probably underwent the least amount of 
compaction. 
Pressure Solution 
The onset of stylolitization is believed to be 
initiated by overburden-loading and pressure-solution 
processes (Shinn and Robbin, 1983). Sediment loading can 
also cause the melding of grains due to pressure solution at 
grain-to-grain contacts. 
Pressure solution processes in the Wayne beds probably 
commenced soon after burial began (Figure 30). Sediment 
loading resulted not only in compaction·but also in pressure 
solution of grains (Figure 36A). stylolites are common in 
the mudstone lithofacies of the open-marine depositional 
environment (Figure 36B). 
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Figure 36.- (A) Photomicrograph showing pressure solution 
between allochems in a pisolitic packstone. White is 
anhydrite cement (NDIC-12358; 3,123 feet; crossed 
nicols; FOV 6. 3 mm) .• ( B) Photomicrograph showing 
stylolite formed in a peloidal mudstone. White is 
anhydrite cement (NDIC-2176; 3,158 feet; crossed 
nicols; FOV 6.3 mm). 
I 
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Dolomite and Calcite Cementation 
As temperature and pressure increase with burial, the 
introduction of internal and external sources of calcium and 
magnesium carbonate results in pore fluids saturated with 
respect to dolomite and calcite and in the precipitation of 
dolomite and calcite cement (Qing and Mountjoy, 1989; 
Kaufman et al., 1990). Magnesium calcite ·which has not been 
stabilized to calcite during early diagenesis can be a 
source of calcium and magnesium carbonate for this type of 
burial dolomite and calcite cementation. 
Based on petrographic observations and oxygen isotope 
data (discussed below), most of the dolomite in the study 
area probably formed due to burial processes (Figure 30). 
The burial dolomite post-dates isopachous, micrite, and 
equant cements and vugular porosity development. Figure 37 
is a pair of photomicrographs showing pore-occluding burial 
dolomite and calcite cement in peloidal packstones. This 
type of dolomite and calcite cement, which lines pores and 
occludes porosity, is abundant in the Wayne beds in areas 
not associated with paleohighs. 
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Figure 37.- Photomicrographs of burial dolomite and calcite 
cements. (A) Burial. dolomite and calcite cement in a 
peloidal packstone. Black is interparticle porosity 
(NDIC-12358; 3,153 feet; crossed nicols; FOV 6.3 mm). 
(B) Burial dolomite and calcite cement in a peloidal 
packstone. Black/ is interparticle (?) porosity (NDIC-
3238; 3,061 feet; crossed nicols; FOV 6.3 mm). 
I 
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Anhydritization 
The evaporites of the Glenburn beds were probably 
deposited originally as gypsum. Depending on the salinity of 
the formation water and the geothermal gradient, gypsum 
begins to transform into anhydrite at depths of about 1,800 
feet below the surface due to elevated temperatures (Helser, 
1979). Dewatering of gypsum to anhydrite results in the 
release of water, which is saturated with respect to calcium 
sulfate, into the pore fluids (Warren, 1989). The amount of 
water released is approximately 38% of the volume of the 
original gypsum (Warren, 1989). Anhydrite may then 
precipitate from this expulsed water. Anhydrite cements can 
form both displacively and replacively in carbonates (Machel 
and Burton, 1991). 
In the Wayne beds, anhydrite cements generally overlie 
burial dolomite and calcite cements (Figure 38A). In 
addition, these anhydrite cements sometimes have floating 
rhombs of dolomite as inclusions (Figure 38B). This 
petrographic evidence indicates that most of the anhydrite 
cements post-date the ma~ine, freshwater, and burial-
dolomite and qalcite cements. This evidence also suggests 
that the anhydrite cements are a product of burial 
diagenesis (Figure 30). 
, I 
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Figure 38.- (A) Photomicrograph of burial anhydrite that 
overlies burial dolomite and calcite in a peloidal 
packstone. The dolomite and calcite cements line the 
vug while the anhydrite occludes the pore space. 
Timing of the cements is based on the principle of 
superposition (NDIC-3577; 3,103 feet; crossed nicols; 
FOV 6.3 mm). (B) Photomicrograph of floating euhedral 
dolomite rhombs in burial anhydrite in a peloidal 
wackestone. Burial dolomite pre-dates anhydrite based 
on the principle of inclusions (NDIC-2176; 3,119 feet; 
crossed nicols; FOV 6.3 mm). 
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The sulfate in the anhydrite cements in the Wayne beds 
may have originated from the bedded anhydrites in the 
overlying Glenburn beds. Sulfur isotope data (discussed 
below) suggest that these anhydrite cements are in isotopic 
equilibrium with the anhydrites of the overlying Glenburn 
beds. Elevated temperatures and pressures at depth resulted 
in the gypsum-to-anhydrite transformation of the Glenburn 
beds. In a relatively static burial environment, the 
expulsed water, saturated with respect to calcium sulfate, 
may not have traveled very far before anhydrite precipitated 
in the pore spaces of the underlying Wayne beds. 
Permeability (discussed below) was reduced in the Wayne 
beds due to the precipitation of pore-bridging anhydrite 
cements (Figure 39). Before burial, the Glenburn beds were 
removed due to erosional processes over paleohighs in the 
study area. Because of this, the Wayne beds beneath 
paleohighs exhibit less burial anhydrite cement and, thus, 
have higher permeabilities. 
Summary of Diagenetic History 
The paragenetic sequence for the Wayne beds in the 
study area is shown in Figure 30. contemporaneous with 
deposition or soon thereafter, the Wayne beds were subjected 
to marine cementation, micritization, and subtidal 
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Figure 39: Photomicrographs of pore-bridging anhydrite 
cements. (A) Whisker anhydrite cements in a pisolitic 
packstone. Black is interparticle porosity (NDIC-2176; 
3,137 feet; crossed nicols; FOV 6.3 mm). (B) Anhydrite 
cements in-a pisolitic packstone. Black is 
interparticle porosity (NDIC-3933; 3,064 feet; crossed 
nicols; FOV 6.3 mm). 
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dolomitization in the marine diagenetic environment. At the 
same time, some of the sediments may have been slightly 
dolomitized and anhydritized by hypersaline phreatic 
diagenesis. 
After Mississippian deposition, the Wayne beds were 
subaerially exposed during the formation of the pre-Mesozoic 
unconformity. This was a time of freshwater vadose 
dissolution. As the Triassic seas transgressed the study 
area, mineralogical stabilization and cementation in the 
freshwater phreatic diagenetic environment continued beneath 
paleoislands. A small amount of hypersaline phreatic 
dolomitization and anhydritization may have also taken place 
at this time away from the paleoislands. 
From the Triassic through the Quaternary, the Wayne 
beds were buried beneath 3,100 to 3,200 feet· of overburden. 
This loading resulted in compaction and pressure solution, 
which obliterated some of the porosity in the limestones, 
especially in those that were not at least partially 
cemented and mineralogically stabilized as a result of 
freshwater diagenesis. Burial-dolomite and calcite 
cementation followed, which also occluded porosity. As the 
gypsum of the Glenburn beds was buried, it transformed to 
anhydrite and expelled calcium-sulfate-saturated waters into 
the underlying Wayne beds. The anhydrite precipitated as 
pore-bridging and pore-occluding cements. 
STABLE-ISOTOPE DATA 
Carbon- and oxygen-Isotope Geochemistry 
In recent carbonate sediments, o13C varies from 
app~oximately O to +4° Joo PDB and 0180 varies from 
approximately -2 to 0°/oo (Gross, 1964). In Mississippian 
and Pennsylvanian (Carboniferous) marine carbonates, o13C 
varies from -about -2 to +2°/oo and 0180 from about -7 to 
-5°/oo (Keith and Weber, 1964). Much of this variation in 
the Carboniferous data is probably due to diagenesis (Veizer 
and Hoefs, 1976). The ranges of carbon and oxygen in the 
recent and the Carboniferous are shown in Figure 40. 
The diagenetic environments which have affected a 
carbonate sediment can sometimes be determined by analysis 
of carbon and oxygen stable isotopes. Carbonates which have 
undergone diagenesis in freshwater vadose and freshwater 
phreatic diagenetic environments may be recognized by their 
12C enrichment (Gross and Tracey, 1966; Allan and Matthews, 
1982; Given and Lohmann, 1986). This 12C enrichment results 
from the presence of organically derived carbon dioxide in 
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Figure 40.- o13C versus 0180. Recent limestone (REC LS) 
values from Gross (1964). Carboniferous (CARB) from 
Kei~h and Weber {1964). Isotope ratios in limestones 
altered by freshwater diagenesis (FW DIAG LS) from 
Allan and Matthews (1977). Ancient supratidal 
dolomites (SUPRATID DOL) isotopic compositions from 
supko (1977). Deep burial dolomites {DEEP BUR DOL) 
values from Kaufman et al. (1990). study area 
dolomites (STUDY AREA DOL) measured from whole rock 
core and drill cutting samples (discussed above). 
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the diagenetic fluid of the freshwater environment (Gross, 
1964; Budd and Land, 1990). 
This relationship between light carbon and freshwater 
diagenesis has been used to define both modern and ancient 
subaerial exposure surfaces (Allan and Matthews, 1977; Allan 
and Matthews, 1982; Rush and Chafetz, 1990). 813C and 8180 
resulting from freshwater·diagenesis are shown in Figure 40 
{Allan and Matthews, 1977). These values range from 
approximately -9 to -1°/oo for c5 13C and -4·to -2°/oo for 8180. 
0180 of dolomites can be either heavy or light 
depending on the environment in which the dolomite 
precipitated. Dolomites precipitated under evaporitic 
conditions, such as supratidal or brine reflux dolomite, 
tend to be enriched in 180 due to evaporation (Degens and 
Epstein, 1964; Gross and Tracy, 1966; Clayton et al., 1968; 
Rothe et al., 1974; Supko, 1977; McKenzie, 1981; Pierre et 
al., 1984). 813C and 8180 for ancient supratidal dolomites, 
ranging from about o to +4°/oo for o13C and o to +4°/oo for 
8180, 'are shown in Figure 40 (Supko, 1977). 
Dolomite which has formed in the deep burial diagenetic 
environment is usually enriched in 160 due to the 
temperature dependence of the carbonate-water fractionation 
factor (Gregg and S~bley, 1984; Taylor and Sibley, 1986; Lee 
and Friedman, 1987; Qing and Mountjoy, 1989; Gao, 1990; 
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Gregg and Shelton, 1990; Kaufman et al., 1990). o13C and 
0180 of burial dolomites, ranging from approximately -2 to 
+3°/oo in o13C and from -11 to -7°/oo in 0180, are shown in 
Figure 40 (Kaufman et al., 1990). 
o13C and 0180 of whole-rock core and drill cutting 
samples (mixed calcite and dolomite mineralogies) of the 
Wayne beds are listed in Table 11. These samples can be 
identified by their North Dakota Industrial Commission 
(NDIC) well file number and by their depth below kelly 
bushing (KB). The location of the wells sampled for 
isotopic analysis are shown in Figure 41. 
Sulfur-Isotope Geochemistry 
The sulfur-isotope age curve (modified after Holser and 
Kaplan, 1966, and Claypool et al., 1980) presented in Figure 
42 indicates that o34S of sulfates precipitated from 
seawater have varied throughout geologic time. o34S ranges 
from a low of approximately +10°/oo CDT in the Late Permian 
to Early Triassic to a high of approximately +35°/oo in the 
Early Cambrian. The sulfur age curve can be used as a 
stratigr.aphic-correlation and age-determination 
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TABLE 11: CARBON AND OXYGEN ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION <1 > 
NDIC No. DEPTH (ft) 
CORE SAMPLES: 
12357 
· 12357 
12357 
12357 
12357 
12357 
12357 
12357 
12357 
3113 
3115 
3117 
3119 
3121 
3126 
3131 
3136 
3146 
s13c 
(
0 Joo PDB) 
+2.31 
+2.72 
+2.72 
+2.63 
+2.60 
+2.95 
+3.11 
+3.05 
+3.09 
12357 3156 +3.12 
BOREHOLE DRILL CUTTING SAMPLES: 
843 3210 +2.97 
1476 
12280 
12409 
3168 
3140 
3130 
+2.98 
+3.11 
+3.07 
0180 
( 0 /oo PDB) 
-5.13 
-7.00 
-3.99 
-2.83 
-5.39 
-3.47 
-1.59 
-0.68 
-1.47 
-2.50 
-2.18 
-2.51 
-2.02 
-1. 76 
<
1>- All data from in and around the Cimbel field 
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Figure 41.- Stable-isotope sample-location map. Shown are 
the locations and well file numbers for each well from 
which core or drill cuttings were sampled for carbon, 
oxygen, and/or sulfur isotope analysis. 
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Figure 42.- Sulfur isotope age curve (modified after Holser 
and Kaplan, 1966, and Claypool et al., 1980). Dashed 
lines represent the estimated maximum and minimum o34S 
{Claypool et al., 1980). 
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tool (Butler et al., 1973; Pierre and Rouchy, 1986; Kaufman 
etal., 1990). 
The processes which control fluctuations of sulfur-
isotope ratios in marine-associated sulfate deposits are not 
well understood (Faure, 1986, p. 531-534). The most 
important control of isotopic fractionation of sulfur is 
bacterial reduction of sulfate to sulfide (Ault and Kulp, 
1959; Veizer et al., 1980). Sulfide mineralization in 
shales due to bacterial activity tends to result in 
depletion of seawater in 32S, while the inflow of sulfate 
from the weathering of shales tends to enrich seawater in 
32S (Holser and Kaplan, 1966). Thus, the variability of 
sulfur isotope ratios throughout geologic time is primarily 
a function of movement of sulfur to and from sedimentary 
environments (Holser and Kaplan, 1966; Rees, 1970; Holland, 
1973; Schidlowski et al., 1977; Claypool et al., 1980). 
Bedded anhydrites from the Glenburn beds and 
replacement and pore-occluding anhydrites from the Wayne 
beds were sampled from core for sulfur-isotope analysis. 
These samples are identified by their NDIC well-file number 
and by their depth below KB. The locations of the wells 
sampled is shown in Figure 41, and the sulfur data is 
presented in Table 12. 
A plot of the sulfur data in an expanded version of the 
sulfur isotope age curve is shown in Figure 43. As 
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TABLE 12: SULFUR ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION 
NDIC No.-DEPTH 
1159-3172 
1159-3177 
1159-3182 
1159-3187 
1159-3192 
1159-3197 
11889-3155 
1159-3212 
11889-3184 
1159-3225 
2902-3125 
2902-3133 
2902-3142 
11889-3192 
11889-3205 
12357-3115 
12358-3121 
12358-3147 
(ft) ANHYDRITE TYPE 
Bedded 
Bedded 
Bedded 
Bedded 
Bedded 
Bedded 
Bedded 
Replacement 
Replacement 
Pore Occluding 
Pore Occluding 
Pore Occluding' 
Pore Occluding 
Pore Occluding 
Pore Occluding 
Pore Occluding 
Pore occluding 
Pore Occluding 
<534s 
(
0 /oo CDT) 
+20.0 
+18.9 
+15.3 
+19.1 
+19.2 
+20.0 
+19.9 
+14 .1 
+10.5 
+16.5 
+18.5 
+17.4 
+17.8 
+18.4 
+16.8 
+18.3 
+18.3 
+17.9 
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Figure 43.- Expanded sulfur isotope age curve (modified 
after Helser and Kaplan, 1966, and Claypool et al., 
1980). Dashed curves depict the approximate upper and 
lower ranges for sulfur isotopes from Mississippian 
through Triassic evaporites. As expected, bedded 
anhydrites from the Glenburn match Mississippian sulfur 
values. Pore-occluding anhydrites also match 
Mississippian sulfur isotopes within the error given 
(Helser and Kaplan, 1966; and Claypool et al., 1980). 
Replacement anhydrites match Permian or Triassic o34S. 
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expected, the bedded Glenburn anhydrites match 
Mississippian-seawater sulfur values. The pore-occluding 
anhydrites are also consistent with a Mississippian-seawater 
origin and therefore the sulfur may have been derived from 
the gypsum-dehydration waters expelled from the Glenburn. 
The replacement anhydrites have o34S consistent with sulfur 
derived from Permian or Triassic seawater. 
POROSITY AND PERMEABILITY 
Porosity Formation and Preservation 
After deposition of the Wayne beds, the study area was 
subaerially exposed during the formation of the pre-Mesozoic 
unconformity. During this time, the ~ayne beds were 
diagenetically altered in the freshwater vadose environment. 
The creation of vugular and solution-enlarged porosity in 
the Wayne carbonates is a result of exposure to the 
freshwater vadose diagenetic zone. 
In addition to petrographic observations, carbon 
isotope data also suggest that the Wayne beds were subjected 
to freshwater vadose diagenesis. Due to the presence of 12C 
enriched carbon dioxide in the pore fluid at the time of 
diagenesis, the freshwater diagenetic environment commonly 
has a characteristically light carbon signature (Gross, 
1964; Gross and Tracey, 1966; Allan and Matthews, 1982; 
Given and Lohman,_1986; Budd and Land, 1990). This light 
carbon flag is common beneath subaerial exposure surfaces 
(Allan and Matthews, 1977; Rush and Chafetz, 1990). 
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A plot of c5 13C versus depth beneath the pre-Mesozoic 
unconformity surface for NDIC-12357 is shown in Figure 44. 
c5 13C is lowest near the subaerial exposure surface and gets 
higher with depth. These carbon-isotope data provide 
evidence that the Wayne beds underwent diagenesis in the 
freshwater vadqse environment and that the secondary 
porosity formed in these beds is probably the result of 
dissolution during the time of the pre-Mesozoic 
unconformity. 
The vadose carbon flag docu~ented in the study area is· 
not as dramatic as those presented elsewhere in the 
literature (Gross, 1964; Gross and Tracey, 1966; Allan and 
Matthews, 1977; Allan and Matthews, 1982; Given and Lohmann, 
1986; Budd and Land, 1990; Rush and Chaftez, 1990; among 
others). This modest vadose flag may be due to scant 
available organic matter so that the carbon dioxide 
dissolved in the diagenetic fluid was not extremely depleted 
in 13C. Megascopic examination of the Wayne beds cores did 
not reveal evidence of a soil horizon or vegetation on the 
pre-Mesozoic unconformity surface indicating the relatively 
small vadose carbon flag could be due to the lack of 
substantial vegetative cover associated with the exposure 
surface. or, the 13C-depleted carbonate may have been 
removed during transgression. 
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Figure 44.- Whole rock o13C versus depth below KB for NDIC-
12357. Error bars are approximately+/- 0.1 °/oo. The 
general trend is for Wayne carbonates to become 
enriched in 12c as they approach the pre-Mesozoic 
unconformity • 
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Porosity formed during freshwater vadose diagenesis was 
subsequently preserved by freshwater phreatic diagenesis. 
The presence of freshwater cements (Figure 35) in portions 
of the Wayne beds suggests that these beds have undergone 
diagenesis in the freshwater phreatic environment. 
The recrystallization of metastable aragonite and 
magnesium calcite to calcite is an important effect of 
freshwater diagenesis (Friedman, 1964; Matthews, 1968; Land 
and Epstein, 1970; Steinen and Matthews, 1973). Early 
stabilization of calcite reduces the likelihood of extensive 
compaction during burial (Wagner and Matthews, 1982). 
Porosity Occlusion 
The loss of even a small amount of porosity can have a 
dramatic effect on the potential reserves of an oil well. 
To illustrate this point, the oil reserves lost due to a 5% 
porosity reduction employing simple volumetric calculations 
are shown in Table 13. These example calculations, using 
typical Wayne beds reservoir parameters, show that the loss 
of even 5% porosity can result in the loss of 33% of the 
reserves or 26,000 barrel's of oil in the example shown. 
A plot of core porosity versus weight percent dolom~te 
(well NDIC-12357) as determined by x-ray diffraction shows 
that as dolomite content in the Wayne beds increases, 
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TABLE 13: EXAMPLE OF RESERVES LOST DUE TO POROSITY REDUCTION 
RESERVOIR PARAMETER GOOD POROSITY 
Porosity 15% 
Oil Saturation 50% 
Acres Drained 40 
Feet of Pay 20 
Recoverability Factor 20% 
Formation Volume Factor 1.2 
Reserves (Barrels Oil) 78,000 
POOR POROSITY 
10% 
50% 
40 
20 
20% 
1.2 
52,000 
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porosity decreases (Table 14 and Figure 45). The 
correlation coefficient (R) of this negative relationship is 
-0.67 with one standard deviation (SD) of+/- 4.21% 
porosity. Porosity in the Wayne beds was occluded by 
burial-dolomite and calcite cement with minor amounts of 
marine and freshwater calcite and burial anhydrite cements. 
Of the cement types, burial dolomite and calcite is believed 
to have had the most damaging effect on the porosity. Such 
a pore-filling dolomite cement has been noted in other 
studies (Qing and Mountjoy, 1989; Kaufman et al., 1990; 
Amthor and Friedman, 1992). 
The data in Figure 45 can be interpreted in the 
following manner. First, the secondary-vugular and 
solution-enlarged porosity in the Wayne beds formed in the 
freshwater vadose diagenetic environment. Second, 
mineralogical stabilization and some cementation took place 
in the freshwater phreatic environment, which left the rocks 
resistant to c?mpaction and cementation during burial. 
Porosity at this time was between 12 and 20% (porosity at 0% 
dolomite, Figure 45). Finally, dolomite and calcite 
cementation in the burial diagenetic environment took place 
which occluded porosity in some zones but not in others. 
Porosity in some of the more heavily dolomitized zones is as 
low as 4%. 
I 
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TABLE 14: CORE POROSITY AND DOLOMITE WEIGHT PERCENT 
(WELL NDIC-12357) 
Depth (feet) Core Porosity (%) Dolomite (Wt %) 
3113 6 11 
3115 4 24 
3117 7 14 
3119 17 8 
3121 9 28 
3126 8 14 
3131 21 1 
3136 12 2 
3146 11 15 
3156 6 15 
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Figure 45.- Core porosity versus dolomite weight percent 
(based on XRD analysis) for well NDIC-12357. Wayne 
beds exhibit a negative correlation between porosity 
and dolomite content. Correlation coefficient= -0.67. 
One standard deviation= +/-4.21% porosity. 
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Pore-occluding dolomite in the Wayne beds probably 
formed during burial diagenesis. A plot of 6180 from core 
and drill cutting samples versus dolomite weight percent 
(Figure 46) illustrates that increasing dolomite content 
results in decreased 6180. The correlation coefficient (R) 
of this negative relationship is -0.56 and one standard 
deviation (SD) is+/- 1.53°/oo. 
If the regre~sion line in Figure 46 is extrapolated to 
100% dolomite, 6180 ranges between approximately -11.5 and -
14.5°/oo, which may be the oxygen isotope value of the pore-
occluding dolomite. Carbonates which are depleted in 
oxygen-18 are usually associated with either elevated 
temperatures or freshwater precipitation, especially at high 
latitudes _(McCrea, 1950; Urey, 1951; Emiliani and 
Shackleton, 1974; Hays and Grossman, 1991). Extrapolated 
6180 values for dolomite in the Wayne beds (Figure 40) are 
more similar to the oxygen composition of dolomites formed 
during burial diagenesis noted in other studies than to 
those formed in any other diagenetic environment. 
Although elevated temperatures result in carbonate with 
light oxygen, the extrapolated values for the Wayne beds are 
less than expected as these rocks were probably never buried 
deeper than 3,200 feet. These light oxygen values may be 
due, in part, to error introduced by using mixed 
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Figure 46.- 0180 versus dolomite weight percent (XRD 
analysis) for well NDIC-12357. Open circles are core 
sample data, and open diamonds are drill cutting sample 
data. Oxygen isotope values display a negative 
correlation with dolomite content in the Wayne beds. 
correlation coefficient= -0.56. One standard 
deviation = +/-1.53°/oo 0180. 
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mineralogies, error in the XRD or isotope analyses, and/or 
the method used to extrapolate the oxygen ratios. 
Permeability Reduction 
Table 15 shows the permeability and point count data 
from well NDIC-12357. Pores which have been occluded or 
partially occluded by burial dolomite and calcite cement are 
tabulated in the pore occluded by dolomite or.calcite cement 
column. Pores which have been bridged or occluded by 
anhydrite are tabulated in the pores bridged or occl~ded by 
anhydrite cement column. Thus, effective porosity rather 
than total porosity was counted by these point counts. 
Permeability was reduced in the Wayne beds by anhydrite 
cementation. X-ray diffraction analysis indicates that the 
anhydrite content of the carbonates ranges from o to 3%. 
However, the point count data indicate that pores containing 
pore-bridging or pore-occluding anhydrite ranges from Oto 
39%. Figure 47 is a plot of whole-core permeability versus 
percentage of pores or former pores bridged or occluded by 
anhydrite based on point count data for NDIC-12357 (the same 
well used for oxygen and carbon isotope analysis). This 
plot shows how small amounts of effective porosity-reducing, 
pore-bridging anhydrite can have a very adverse effect on 
the permeability of the reservoir. 
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TABLE 15: PERMEABILITY AND POINT COUNT DATA 
(WELL NDIC-12357) (1) 
Effective 
Depth Perm. Poro. Isopachous Micrite Equant 
(ft) (md) {%) Cal Cmt (%) (%) Cal Cmt (%) 
3111 No permeability analysis 
3113 0.20 3 8 7 0 
3115 0.03 1 0 11 0 
3117 0.42 4 0 16 0 
3119 27 14 0 14 0 
3120 36 11 0 15 3 
3123 12 3 0 0 0 
3126 0.45 4 0 30 0 
3127 0.45 3 0 9 0 
3129 2.5 4 21 0 0 
3135 36 18 0 5 1 
3140 0.44 2 0 17 0 
3143 18 15" 0 10 0 
3145 5.2 19 0 14 0 
3146 Permeability analysis affected by fracture 
3149 4.9 10 0 5 8 
3155 2.1 7 0 15 0 
3162 0.12 4 0 17 0 
'1kf-· 
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Pore occl Pore Bridged 
.Depth by Dol or or Occl by 
(ft) Dolomite (%) Cal Cmt (%) Anhy Cmt (%) Allochems 
3111 No permeability analysis 
3113 4 11 23 44 
3115 30 7 39 12 
3117 16 14 23 27 
3119 34 0 0 36 
3120 10 0 6 55 
3123 90 1 6 0 
3126 4 15 16 31 
3127 2 0 35 51 
3129 6 0 6 63 
3135 0 0 1 75 
3140 19 0 24 38 
3143 0 0 6 69 
3145 1 0 5 61 
3146 Permeability analysis affected by fracture 
3149 4 0 3 70 
3155 0 24 13 41 
3162 8 20 14 37 
C1>- Permeability values from commercial core analysis. 
Cement and effective porosity percentages from point 
count data. 
(%) 
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Figure 47.- Core permeability versus pore-bridging 
anhydrite percent (based on point count data) for well 
NDIC-12357. 
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As can be seen in Figure 47, in unfractured samples 
with an anhydrite content below 6%, the permeability ranges 
from 2.5 to 36 millidarcies with an average of 17.7 
millidarcies. The permeability in samples with an anhydrite 
content above 6% anhydrite content averages only 0.53 
millidarcies. Thus, as the pore-bridging anhydrite cement 
content of the rock increases, the permeability decreases. 
The other cement.types point counted in the Wayne beds, 
which include isopachous, micrite, and equant calcite 
cements, and burial dolomite and calcite cements, do not 
exhibit statistically significant correlations with 
permeability. The occurence of burial calcite cement with 
burial dolomite cement was used to differentiate burial 
calcite cement from equant calcite cement. 
As discussed earlier, the permeability-reducing 
anhydrite cements in the study area probably precipitated 
during burial diagenesis. Other authors have shown that 
anhydrite can form in a burial diagenetic environment 
(Machel and Burton, 1991). The anhydrite cements in the 
Wayne beds are probably the result of the gypsum-to-
anhydrite transformation in the overlying Glenburn beds. 
Calcium-sulfate-saturated waters expelled from the gypsum 
during dewatering were probably the source of the anhydrite 
cements. As discussed earlier, burial-anhydrite cementation 
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occurred at depth relatively late in the diagenetic history 
of ~he study area (Figure 30). 
Sulfur isotope data (Figure 43) suggest that the pore-
occluding anhydrites are in isotopic equilibrium with the 
evaporites in the Glenburn beds. Petrographic observations 
indicate the anhydrite cements precipitated after the burial 
dolomite and calcite cements. Taken together, the 
petrographic and isotopic data indicate that the 
permeability-reducing anhydrite cements originated from the 
Glenburn beds and precipitated in a burial-diagenetic 
environment. 
Based on petrographic observations (Appendix A), pore-
bridging and pore-occluding anhydrite cements appear to be 
less common in those portions of the study area where the 
Glenburn beds were eroded during the time of the pre-
Mesozoic unconformity. The abunda~ce of anhydrite cement in· 
the Wayne beds appears to be proportional to the thickness 
of overlying Glenburn evaporites (discussed below; and 
Appendix A). In general, permeability is highest where the 
Glenburn is absent. 
t 
PETROLEUM EXPLORATION MODELS 
Previous Work 
In the Wayne beds, porosity is diminished by pore-
occluding, burial-dolomite and calcite cements and the 
permeability is reduced by pore-bridging anhydrite cement 
which postdates the dolomite. But, why did these burial 
processes affect only selected portions of the Cimbel, 
Leonard, and Roth fields? A search of the Williston Basin 
literature did not reveal previous investigations which 
specifically address the relationship between burial 
processes and paleotopography. 
Easy solutions (e.g., structure and depositional 
environments) to the anomalous petroleum production patterns 
observed in the Wayne beds reservoirs cannot be found. Two 
exploration and development models, the paleoisland.model 
and the eroded paleohigh model, are proposed herein to 
account for the production anomalies. Examples are found in 
the literature suggesting that freshwater lenses beneath 
carbonate paleoislands can account for reservoir development 
in carbonates (Wagner and Matthews, 1982; Budd and Vacher, 
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1991). Nothing similar to the eroded paleohigh model has 
been encountered in the literature. The.processes involved 
in these two models occur at different times in the 
diagenetic history of the Wayne beds. Both of these models 
may have affected the reservoirs in the study area, one 
after the other; therefore, the two models-are not mutually 
exclusive. 
Paleoisland Model 
As discussed earlier, the diagenetic history of the 
Wayne beds involves porosity formation due to dissolution in 
the freshwater vadose, porosity preservation due to 
mineralogical stabilization in the freshwater phreatic, 
porosity occlusion by burial-dolomite and calcite cements, 
and permeability reduction by burial anhydrite cements. 
Reservoirs in the study area have been damaged as a result 
of either porosity occlusion and/or permeability reduction. 
The paleoisland model addresses the pr~blem of porosity 
occlusion due to compaction and burial dolomite and calcite 
cementation. The paleoisland model is dependent upon four 
factors: (1) the timing of the diagenetic event which 
resulted in pore-occluding dolomite and calcite cementation, 
(2) the presence of paleoislands, (3) the existence of 
freshwater lenses beneath these paleoislands, and (4) the 
•
..................... !-··' --------------....... -----------"---
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location of the pore-occluding dolomite and calcite cements 
within the Wayne beds. 
Based on petrographic observations and oxygen-isotope 
data, the dolomite cements formed in the burial diagenetic 
environment. The pore-occluding dolomites post-date all 
isopachous, micrite, and equant cements. 
Evidence for the existence of paleoislands in the study 
area is provided by isopach maps and sulfur-isotope data. 
Thin areas on the Spearfish Formation isopach map (Figure 
17) indicate that before and during Spearfish deposition 
paleohighs existed on the pre-Mesozoic unconformity surface. 
Sulfur isotope data for replacement anhydrites in the Wayne 
beds indicate precipitation from waters in isotopic 
equilibrium with Triassic seawater (Figure 43). Thus, as 
the Triassic seas transgressed the study area, the highs may 
have become islands. 
Freshwater lenses may have formed beneath these 
islands. As discussed earlier, the transformation of 
magnesium calcite and aragonite to calcite is one of the 
more important processes resulting from freshwater 
diagenesis. This mineralogical stabil_ization was more 
extensive beneath the islands than in the surrounding lows. 
Thus, the stabilized carbonates beneath the islands would 
have undergone much less compaction and burial 
dolomitization than the less mineralogically stabilized 
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carbonates in the lows. The lack of extensive burial 
dolomite and calcite cements beneath the paleohighs suggests 
freshwater lenses existed beneath the paleoislands. Static 
conditions in the burial diagenetic environment kept most, 
but not all, of the late cements out of the paleohighs. 
The paleoisland and eroded-paleohigh (discussed below) 
models for the Cimbel, Leonard, and Roth fields are shown in 
Figures 48, 49, and 50, respectively. The datum for these 
cross-sections is the red shale unit at the top of the 
Spearfish Formation that is thought to have been deposited 
as a nearly horizontal surface. The best and poorest 
producers in each field are shown for comparison. According 
to these models, the best producers in each field are 
associated with a freshwater lens beneath a paleoisland that 
ultimately resulted in porosity preservation. 
Eroded Paleohigh Model 
As stated earlier, study area reservoirs have been 
damaged by either porosity occlusion or permeability 
reduction. The eroded paleohigh model addresses the problem 
of permeability reduction. Permeability in the Wayne beds 
was reduced by precipitation of burial anhydrite cements. 
The occurrence of these pore-bridging cements within the 
reservoirs is related to four factors: (1) the timing of 
' i . 
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Figure 48.- Paleoisland and eroded-paleohigh model for 
Cimbel field. Good oil producers are associated with 
the freshwater lenses beneath paleoislands and/or 
paleohighs where the Glenburn was eroded. Poor 
producers are located on the flanks of the paleoislands 
and in paleolows where the Glenburn is preserved. The 
location of cross-section A-A' is shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 49.- Paleoisland and eroded-paleohigh model for 
Leonard field. Poor oil producers are located on 
flanks of paleoislands and in paleolows where the 
Glenburn is preserved. Good producers are associated 
with freshwater lens development beneath paleoislands 
and/or paleohighs where the Glenburn was eroded. The 
location of cross-section B-B' is shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 50.- Paleoisland and eroded-paleohigh model for Roth 
field. The good oil producers are associated with 
freshwater lens development beneath paleoislands and/or 
paleohighs where the Glenburn was eroded. Poor 
producers are located on flanks of paleoislands and 
paleolows where the Glenburn is preserved. The 
location of cross-section c-c• is shown in Figure 3. 
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the diagenetic event which resulted in anhydrite 
cementation, (2) the source of calcium sulfate for anhydrite 
precipitation, (3) the amount of calcium sulfate introduced 
into the Wayne beds, and (4) the location of the pore-
bridging anhydrites within the reservoirs. 
The pore-bridging anhydrite cements are interpreted to 
be burial cements based on the principles of inclusions and 
superposition. The pore-occluding dolomite and calcite 
cements formed as a result of burial diagenesis. Anhydrite 
cements postdate the dolomite and calcite cements and 
inclusions of the dolomite can be found in the anhydrite 
(Figure 38). Therefore, the pore-bridging anhydrite cements 
must also be due to burial diagenesis. 
The sulfur isotope data suggest that the evaporites of 
the overlying Glenburn beds could be the source of the 
sulfate required for anhydrite precipitation. The Glenburn 
beds were originally deposited as gypsum. Burial resulted 
in gypsum-to-anhydrite transformation of the Glenburn 
evaporites. The sulfur isotope data indicate that the pore-
bridging anhydrites in the Wayne beds are in isotopic 
equilibrium with the bedded anhydrites of the Glenburn 
(Figure 43). Thus, the calcium sulfate in water expulsed 
during the Glenburn gypsum-to-anhydrite transformation 
precipitated as pore-bridging anhydrite in the underlying 
Wayne beds. 
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Based on megascopic and petrographic core examination, 
the amount of pore-bridging anhydrite in the Wayne beds 
appears to be directly related to the thickness of the 
overlying Glenburn beds. In those areas where the Wayne 
beds are overlain by the Glenburn beds, such as on the 
flanks of paleohighs or in paleolows, extensive pore-
bridging anhydrite cementation has occurred. Those areas 
beneath paleohighs which have been completely eroded of 
Glenburn evaporite contain much less pore-bridging anhydrite 
in the Wayne beds. 
The eroded paleohigh model, in conjunction with the 
paleoisland model for the Cimbel, Leonard, and Roth fields, 
is also shown in Figures 48, 49, and 50, respectively. 
These cross-sections illustrate that the amount of oil 
production from wells within these fields is related to the 
thickness of the overlying Glenburn beds, and the occurence 
of pore-bridging anhydrite cement. Wells which are located 
on eroded paleohighs are good oil producers. Wells which 
are located on the flanks of the paleohighs, where some of 
the Glenburn survived erosion, are generally poor producers. 
The best producers in the Cimbel, Leonard, and Roth 
fields are not affected by either compaction, pore-occluding 
dolomite and calcite, or pore-bridging anhydrite cements. 
Reservoir quality in some study area wells is diminished 
only by compaction and pore-occluding burial dolomite and 
;L86 
calcite cements (paleoisland model). Other oil wells are 
only affected by pore-bridging burial anhydrite cements 
(eroded paleohigh model). The poorest producers contain 
abundant pore-occluding dolomite and calcite and pore-
bridging anhydrite cements. 
I 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Continued discoveries of new oil fields with good 
production at shallow depths have created a renewed interest 
in the Mission canyon Formation in the Williston Basin. 
During the past few years, production in the Bluell and 
Sherwood beds has extended southward from north-central 
North Dakota into central North Dakota. In Bottineau 
County, individual wells are capable of producing over 
400,000 barrels of oil from the Wayne beds at depths of only 
3,100 feet. Extending the search for production in the 
Wayne beds southward into central North Dakota might, 
therefore, make economic sense. Determining what processes 
control the amount of production in current oil fields will 
facilitate the exploration for new oil fields in the Wayne 
beds. 
The Wayne beds in the study area produce oil from 
structural traps formed by the multistage, differential 
dissolution of the underlying Devonian Prairie Formation. 
structural mapping on either the Tilston argillaceous marker 
(TAM) or the Wayne argillaceous marker (WAM) can readily 
identify these structures. Comparing the oil production 
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from individual wells to the present-day structure reveals 
that, above the oil-water transition zone, the quality of 
oil production is not controlled by structure. 
The Wayne beds were deposited on an upward-shoaling, 
shallow water carbonate shelf. The tidal-flat depositional 
environment consists of pisolitic-peloidal-skeletal 
packstones and wackestones. The Wayne beds in the Cimbel, 
Leonard, and Roth oil fields are all situated within this 
broad lithofacies belt. Lithofacies variations in the study 
area do not control the amount of oil that either an 
individual well or a field will produce. 
The Wayne beds underwent diagenesis in a variety of 
diagenetic environments. Cementation, micritization, and 
perhaps minor amounts of subtidal dolomitization occurred in 
the marine phreatic diagenetic environment. Hypersaline 
diagenesis during the Mississippian resulted in minor 
amounts of dolomitization and anhydritization. Sulfur 
isotope data indicate that hypersaline diagenesis also 
' 
occurred as the early Triassic seas transgressed the study 
area. 
Following marine deposition, the study area was 
subaerially exposed during the time of the pre-Mesozoic 
unconformity. The presence of a light o13C flag beneath the 
unconformity surface indicates that the Wayne beds were 
diagenetically altered in the freshwater vadose 
! 
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environment. Concomitant subaerial exposure resulted in the 
dissolution of carbonates and minor cementation. 
During the Triassic transgression, the Wayne beds 
underwent freshwater phreatic diagenesis. Thin areas on the 
Spearfish Formation isopach map along with petrographic data 
suggest that freshwater diagenesis may have been localized 
in freshwater lenses beneath paleoislands. The freshwater 
phreatic diagenetic environment resulted in mineralogical 
stabilization of calcite along with minor amounts of 
cementation. Carbonates which contained metastable 
mineralogies were prone to dolomite and calcite cementation 
during burial. Paleolows in the study area experienced 
burial-dolomite and calcite cementation while paleohighs did 
not. 
Burial diagenesis resulted in compaction, pressure 
solution, dolomite and calcite cementation, and 
anhydritization. oxygen-isotope data suggest that the pore-
occluding dolomites formed in a burial environment. Since 
the Wayne beds anhydrite cements post-date the burial 
dolomite and calcite cements, they too are believed to have 
precipitated in the burial environment. Sulfur isotope data 
suggests that pore-bridging burial anhydrites originated 
from the overlying Glenburn beds as a result of gypsum-to-
anhydrite transformation. 
¥ 
r'.'. 
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Porosity formed in the Wayne beds due to dissolution 
during freshwater-vadose diagenesis. Porosity preservation 
occurred as a result of freshwater-phreatic diagenesis which 
was localized in freshwater lenses beneath paleoislands. 
Those areas not located under paleoislands experienced less 
mineralogical stabilization, which resulted in more porosity 
occlusion due to compaction and burial-dolomite and calcite 
precipitation. Permeability was reduced by pore-bridging, 
burial-anhydrite cements which precipitated from calcium-
sulfate-saturated waters expelled during the gypsum to 
anhydrite transformation of the overlying Glenburn beds. 
Oil production in the study area is controlled by 
burial processes involving compaction and precipitation of 
pore-occluding dolomite and calcite and pore-bridging 
anhydrite cements. However, the location and intensity of 
these burial diagenetic processes are controlled by earlier 
events involving freshwater diagenesis, paleotopography, and 
erosion. Relating early and late diagenetic events to 
paleotopography is the key to success in Wayne reservoir 
exploration and development. 
APPENDIX A: PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTIONS 
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EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS 
SYMBOL DESCRIPTION 
Note: Each entry represents one thin section 
p Packs tone 
w Wackes tone 
M Mudstone 
A Anhydrite 
D Dolomite Cement-large crystals 
d Dolomite Rhombs-small crystals 
C Calcite Cement 
arg Argillaceous 
ss Sandstone 
qtz Quartz 
mas Massive 
I 
nod Nodule '' 
? Unidentified 
lrg Large 
xls crystals 
grns Grains 
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Non-skeletal Particle Types: 
Pisoliths 
Oolites 
Intraclasts 
Pellets 
Peloids 
Skeletal Particle Types: 
Skeletals 
193 
Algal Stromatolites 
Calcispheres 
Filamentous Algae 
Corals 
Pelecypods 
Gastropods 
Brachiopods 
Crinoids 
Foraminifera 
Ostracods 
: ,{ 
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Sedimentary structures: 
intlam 
Laminated 
Inter laminated 
Sealed Fractures 
Open Fractures 
Pore~occluded Vugs 
Pore-bridged Vugs 
open Vugs 
Geopetal Structure 
stylolites 
Wavy or Nodular Bedding 
Compacted Grains 
Reservoir Descriptors: 
xl 
Porosity 
Visual Estimate of Porosity (15%) 
Interparticle Porosity 
vugular Porosity 
Intercrystalline Porosity 
None or Very low (tight) Porosity 
r 
' 
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PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION 
WELL NAME: Halvorson # I {# 1159) 
LOCATION: N W 5 E 2 - 16 2 - 79 
DEPTH TEXTURE PARTICLES S'IRUCTURES 
I 'l I 
~+A I A a wd @mr·O 
.... 3212 • -i-
-
3214 • i,.. .. 
... 3216 -
-- Po .. A Q( +A 
- 3218 
--
- 3220 • -.. 
- 3222 -
-- PA Of 0~ @~ +,., 
- 3224 - - - Wo no
1@ © .A 
- 3226 -
--
- 3228- ,_,. 
... 3230. ._ ~ w @~ er> tA 
- 323 2 • 
--
w 0 ""'?,' ? @ 
.A /\· @ C7 
- 3234 -
--
RESERVIOR 
1r 
1T 
rr 
cfp /-5 r/i 
cy 1-S fZ5 
q;,A 15-20 ¢ 
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PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION 
WEU,NAME: Halvorson# I (# II 59} 
LOCATION: NWSE 2-162- 79 
DEPTH PARTICLES smuCTURES RESERVIOR 
I ~ (G)~ )S '.A' 55 ·~ . 5-10 9 w ''7 ? &> ,c. 3236 · w ... 1-1- c::> /'-",,..... 0 
© ... j 4> '-5 <p A 
... 3238 -_ ...
.I\ cf? /0-/5 p w ~/\((i}©O 
' ? /"\. 
... 3240 -_ ...
i- 3242 · 
_ .. 
... 3244 
---
... 3246 · 
---
-
--.-
... 
. '""'"" 
... -...... 
... 
-- .. 
... 
__ .. 
... 
' 
. ...... 
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PETROGRAPffiC DESCRIPTION 
WEIL NAME: Nordmark # I (# 1977) 
LOCATION: NENW 30-163- 78 
DEPffl TEXTURE PARTICLES STRUCTURES 
I I I 
- 3164 -
---
pd ® +A4'D 
.... 3166 - ...... 
M .. 
.  o@ © A,..,oJ $A 
i- 3168 • ...... 
p @o *~ I) 
8 
- 3170 • i-- .. 
- 3172 -i---
i- 3174 -
- - w o@/1).? 0 +Aol-C}) 
I- 3176 -
--
p c;:,@/)OA~ . .., 
© 
- 3178 - ...... 
... 3180 .... M c:, @ ),~ 
..A 
... 3182 -
---
Md c::;, /) + ... 
I- 3184 - -'-
- 3186 -
-
• p @no),~ 
f 
RESERVIOR 
{,JxL s-10¢ 
TT 
A 1-5 ¢ 
{p 1-5¢ 
49 S'-10 <j> 
4? s-10 ¢ 
<fp S-/0 ¢ 
lJ,L /-§' ¢ 
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PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION 
WELLNAME: Nordmark #I (#1977) 
LOCATION: NENW 30-163-78 
DEPTH PARTICLES STRUCTURES 
I I I 
- 3188 
·--
M 'C:1 @@> /\ 
~A 
io- 3190 ...... 
,_ 319 2 •I- ~ Md c,@ = -+I-
w 0@©8 c= 
... 3194 • 
--
- 3196 • 
--
-
3198 
---- -
- 3200 - --
.. ...... 
,_ 
--
- ---
- ---
- ---
(' 
---
RESERVIOR 
4J, 1-5 <:I> 
4;> 1-5 ¢ 
t:8> 1-5 (/) 
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PETROGRAPmC DESCRIPTION 
WELLNAME: Skarpohl # I (#2038} 
LOCATION: NE NE 23-163-78 
DEPTH TEXTURE PARTICLES STRUCTURES 
I I I 
- 3078 ..... -
w 0 11 0 
... 3080 .1-1-
i- 3082 ----
i- 3084 ........ M D 
'"' 3086 --- Mo 
... 3088 ---
Mo 
- 3090 ---
'"' 3092 ---
,_ 3094 -1-'-
.. 3096 - .... -
p e 0 f.r I') 
OY 
0~ 
.. 3098 _.___ 
- 3100 ---
I 
RESERVIOR 
$Ji 10-,~ ¢ 
~ y. L /()-15° / 
q}> .A 15-20 ¢ 
·-----------------------..:..-..--' 
-
I-
-
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PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION 
WELL NAME: Skarpohl # I (# 2038) 
LOCATION: NE NE 23-163-78 
DEPTH PARTICLES STRUCTURES 
I I I 
p eor0~ 
310 2 -
--
p • or 0? 
3104 - ._ ... 
3106 • 1-1-
i-. 3108 • i- .. 
- ---
- ---
-
.. __ 
i-
--- -
- --
-
---
- ---
- ---
RESERVIOR 
~A 10-15¢ 
cg,).. 15-~0 ¢ 
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PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION 
WEIL NAME: Akerlind # I ( 2176) 
LOCATION: NESW 30-163-78 
DEPTH TEXTURE PARTICLES STRUCTURES 
I I I 
- 3114 --- Md rYI,: +A 
pd o or 0 
.A 
i- 3116 • ...... pd 0 0 0,... 0 +A ,A 
pd @ 
-~ ~~ 
- 3118 • -- pd Oo A~ ~ .t 
pd 0 ~ 
i- 3120 • 
--
pd 0 4t ,A 
p _0 ~ ,A 
.- 3122 • 
--
p 0 ~~ 
p o©O ~~~--
- 3124 - -- Md O@A ~ IA 
Md ~,.. ~+c_~,>} 
- 3126 - -- Md © +A SA 
pd 08@ 4?t-Cl~A 
- 3128 • ....... pd 08 ~+I\ 
Md © I'"\ ~+A 
- 3130 • -- Md O©c;, 4>~A 
Mo 4P+A 
- 3132 • -- p 0 cS,+A ,A 
Mo 0 cB>+A 1A 
- 3134 -
--
Po 00 ~~ 
- 3136 -
--
p Q01"'1 c&+A 
p 00 c0+,. 
RESERVIOR 
Tl 
rr 
'TT 
1T 
TT 
7T 
-rr 
5'-10 9 
1-5 ¢ 
;¢ 
I- 5 (/, 
TT 
,-5 ¢ 
5-10 ¢ 
5-P¢ 
10-l!S ¢ 
XI.. 6-/P </) 
1-5¢ 
XL 5-10 tJ 
(S"1C. A¢) 
)( l. 5 -;t) ¢ 
A 10-15' </J 
,A. lo -/5 ¢ 
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PETROGRAPffiC DESCRIPTION 
WELL NAME: Akerli nd # I ( 2176) 
LOCATION: NESW 30-163-78 
DEPTH . TEXTURE PARTICLES STRUCTURES 
I I 
' 
,_ 3138 • - '- p 0 I, 0! ~ SA 
Md C' ©" .. A 
i- 3140 - ....... p @o .. A 
"'" 3142 - ._ .. 
M 0 .. A 
,-· 3144 • _,_ p o o @A~ 
0 
+A 
Wd ).?o@l"'l8 .,.A 
""" 3146 • ....... pd 00!© ... c .. 11 
p goo© +c ...... SA 
,.. 3148. - .-i- pd o@8 ~+~ 
p 0800 +c 
,.. 3150 -
--
p 0 @)©O .il-c.<>t-/t 
p ©<:H'Oo .. A 
"'" 3152 - ,_._ Md C7 (3) .A 
Md @©o .,.A 
... 3154 - ...... Md ©o +A 
Md ©80 +A 
""" 3156 - 1- .. wd 0 ......... +A >5 
wd 0 .It 
""" 3158 - ,_ ... Mo O©o +A 4--
Mo TTrT ..A 
,.. 3160 - ,- .. Mo -rrrr • ... = 
t 
RESERVIOR 
cfpA ID-16 (/J 
qp 5 -1(} ¢ 
4'9A s-10¢ 
·47 5'-10 f 
4? 5-/() ¢ 
4j) t-L 5-1~ r/J 
<0>.A 5-tO (f 
49A 10-/5¢ 
~ 10-15'¢ 
9 1-5 ¢ 
cB> 5-/0 ¢ 
qp ~-/0 ¢ 
4P 5-/0? 
cB> 6-/() ¢ 
c{}, 5-/() ¢ 
~ 5-16 ¢ 
{p Y..L !i-10¢ 
49 1-5¢ 
4), XL 1-5¢ 
c&> XL 1-5 9 
xJ..... 1-5¢ 
-., 
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PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION 
WELL NAME: Larson # 1-A {# 2776) 
LOCATION: NWSE 15- 163-79 
DEPTH TEXTURE PARTICLES STRUCTURES RESERVIOR 
3240 
P8A or +A q} 1-s / 
3242 
Md r-,... Q:) @ C7 +A os-10¢' 
\ 
/' ~ 4'A q? 5-/0 ¢ 3244 Md '? /""'\ C7 /\"@ 
@)-mr? 
3246 
3248 p 0?@~ ~ A ot'"C? ~ JS -J.0¢, 
3250 q} 5-/0 fO p @ '\? .A -Nlr-f)qr ;:/\" 
3252 ~ J0-15 9) \1'7 
+c1o.y M @ {\ /X 
3254 
pd OoYO~ 
~c~A qJ 16-15 rp 
3256 
Wo ,'""\ @ 0 © 'C7 q;> XL 5-10 
3258 p 0 OY'O~ @> A <;5) (5-:).0fb )<? © C7 
'? +A~~ 49 J0-t5¢ 3260 w A@O /V 
M 
'?© 
. 'CJ / ~ .I""-~ + A ~Cl<..'( ~ 5-/0 ¢ 
3262 
©Oo©A 0 p 15-;J..O <P 
r" 
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PETROGRAPmc DESCRIPTION 
·· WELL NAME: Nordmark #3 (# 2902) 
LOCATION: NWSE 30-163- 78 
DEPTH 
.. 3122 -----
M 
i.. 3124 __ ._ 
p 
• 3126 __ .. P 
.... 3128 --- P 
I 
PARTICLES 
Q!f\ ),?0@ 
0 ~ 8 © c::, /"\ 
STRUCTORES 
I I 
RESERVIOR 
~ 10-15 ¢ 
O ,s-.:i.o ¢ 
& 10-15 ¢ 
~ IS-.:10 ¢ 
Large vug completely filled with secondary anhy · 
i.. 3130 •I-I-
p 
- 3132 •I-I- P 
.. 3134 --· P 
- 3136 --1- P 
- 3138 -- ... Md 
... 3140 ........ Md 
- 3142 -- .. M 
- 3144 --- p 
© 
0 5-10 ¢ 
0 5-10/ 
0 10-15 ¢ 
cD> S-10 ¢ 
~ 1-5 ¢ 
0 1-5¢ 
~ s-10 
4 6-10 
• 205w7i 
•,•·,,.,-.;',[-, 
PETROGRAPHIC DESC~ION 
WELL NAME: Nordmark #3 (#2902)' 
LOCATION: NWSE 30-163-78 
DEPTH PARTICLES S'IRUCTURES 
I l I 
... 3146 p o~@ 'C7 .~ ... 
p O~© Cl' .A I- 3148 • 
--
Mo 0 +A S >5 
- 3150 • 
--
Mo . t:;, 80 
.A 
.... 3152 • 1-1.. 
... 3154 • ..... 
... . .... 
.. 
---
... .~ ... 
... 
- 1-1-
- --'-
.... • 1-1.. 
... . ...... 
RESERVIOR 
0 /0-16¢ 
0 10-15 ¢ 
XL I -S sJf 
'/.L /-5 ¢ 
-
i ; 
It: .• 
i 
' 
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PETROGRAPIDC DESCRIPTION 
WELL NAME: Norderhus # I (#3238) 
LOCATION: SE SE 2-163-78 
DEPTH TEXTURE PARTICLES STRUCTURES 
I l I 
i- 3052 • ._ ... 
• 3054 • 
- i-
Mo +A 
... 3056 • _ ... M0 a w0 0 ("\ '1l1r ~..$= -IVv-
- 3058 • 
--
p 1T1r @ 0 ftA 
p "1T1T O @ +A= 
... 3060 • 
- i-
p -nrr. 0 ·A~Qh 
. 
- 3062 • 
--
p @>O. +c 
p 0111T©•I\ +c~A ~> 
- 3064 -
--
p mr0©C7 +c.ui 
i- 3066 • i-i,. Wo Q /\ mt - ___,.,.__ 
- 3068 • 
-- w "ffl'T'" I\ ~ © +'\ 
... 30 70 • 
-
i- w c:::, /\ 
i- 3072 • 
-
... w c::7 /"\ +~ 
- 3074 ·- wd 0 +c!A 
w /\ 0 .,.. tA 
RESERVIOR 
XL /0-15 ¢ 
{? )(L 5-10 ¢ 
cf;> 1-5 ¢ 
4' J-5 ¢ 
4} 1-5 ¢ 
0 1-5 ¢ 
0 )-5 ~ 
0 /()-/.5 ¢ 
XL 10-15 ¢ 
0 5-10 ¢ 
0 5-10 ~ 
0 5-10 fa!) 
cJ, s- ,o ¢ 
<} 5-10 ¢ 
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PETROGRAPIDC DESCRIPTION 
WELL NAME: Bernstein # I (# 3375) 
LOCATION: NW NW 23- 163 - 78 
DEPTH PARTICLES STRUCTtJRES 
I I I 
- 3054 -
--
- 3056 • i- .. A = >; M 
M = $,. ..-Q+-1, 
- 3058 • 
--
+A -1f-
M :s-#-. It 
- 3060 • 
--
Ma A ? -
... 3062. • 
-- .Mo TJTT'" A-r»J +1t 
- 3064 
---
- 3066 ---
A 
,_ 3068 -
--
.,. 3070 -
--
A a M TTTT 
,.. 3072 -i..-1-
Mo +A 
,.. 3074 
-- .. 
- 3076 -
-- A 
RESERVIOR 
rr 
TT 
11 
71 
7T 
-rr 
7T 
7T 
-rr 
' ~ i 
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PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION 
WELL NAME: Bernstein # I (# 3375) 
LOCATION: NW NW 23-163-78 
DEPTH PARTICLES STRUCTURES 
I I I 
- 30 78 • 
---
p SA 0 ~ A-nod 
i- 3080 • 
--
Po O•@ +A ,I+ 
i- 3082 • 
--
-· 3084 • 
-
A 
- 3086 • _,_ 
A 
-
3088 --... 
- 3090 • 
--
- 3092 • 
-
... A 
·~ 
AaM 
- 3094 • -... 
A 
- 3096 • _,_ 
- 3098 • -... 
... 3100 -
-
.. A 11-
RESERVIOR 
Tf 
TT 
-rr 
rr 
! 
1T 
7T 
TT 
TT 
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PETROGRAP~C DESCRIPTION 
WELL NAME: Bernstein # I {# 3375) 
LOCATION: NWNW 23-163-78 
DEPTH PARTICLES STRUCTURES 
I I I 
• 3102 .... L.. A a Mo iTTT = +Qt..z 
i- 3104 • ...... 
Wo t1 © jTT'T .A 
• 3106 •'- -
Po 0 "111r g /\ f~tz = 
i- 3108 • .... Mo 7fTT' 
.clca.y 
wd Oo© 
i- 3110 ........ 
Po 00@ +c., .. 
... 3112 . -'-
wd T7TT o@ +A :: 
- 3114 -- ... p O@© +1i.eatc 
i-:5116 ........ 
Wo /\ C, © ~ 
... 3118 -....... 
Wo 00/\-4" +114C/a.y 
- 3120 ..... ... Wo A/J8 
p o•©O +A 
... 3122 • .... L.. p 
•A 0""" 
.C4./e. 
i- 3124 • ....... 
Po O© 
RESERVIOR 
1T 
71" 
7T 
{;> 1-5¢ 
45> 5-J(I ¢ 
,A{;, l-5<! 
~ 1-5 ¢ 
~ /-5¢ 
41> J-5</} 
c3> 5'-/0 r/> 
XL 5-IC> (/, 
q} '5-/~ ¢ 
qp s-10 ¢ 
XL {9 5-Jo ¢ 
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PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION 
WELL NAME: Bernstein # I { #3375) 
LOCATION: NW NW 23 -163-78 
DEPTH PAR'I1CI.ES STRUCTURES RESERVIOR 
3125 y2 I 
I I <$> 5-/0 (/I Po O"O)t-/1 
- 3126 ---w o*OA /\ ~ J(l.... 5 -/17 ¢ D 
w ~o*@ +A 49 s-10¢ 
- 3128 
--
... w GltA/1@ .A {} 1-5 ¢ 
Wo o*.A@ XL. 1-5 ¢ 
""' 3130 
___ ,.. 
Md C7 fr1 At.ls :!!! TT 
""' 3132 • ,_.,. 
- ·--
-
.,. __ 
- ---
""' 
...... 
... 
·--
- ·--
- ---
- ---
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PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION 
WELL NAME: Kjelshus # I (# 3451) 
LOCATION': NWSE 22-163-78 
DEPTH TEXTURE PARTICLES STRUCTURES 
I I I 
- 3086 -- -
A 
• 3088 ----
• 3090 ----
• 3092 ·-- A 
- 3094 ---
- 3096 ---
- 3098 --- D 
• 3100 ......... 
•3102---
... 3104 --- W qtz 
• 3106 ---
Ma A 
- 3108 ---
RESERVJOR 
tr 
49 5-10 125 
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PETROGRAPmc DESCRIPTION 
WELLNAME: Kjelshus # I {#3451) 
LOCATION: NWSE 22-163-78 
DEPTH PARTICLES S1RUCTURES 
I I I 
- 3110 • I-,-
Ma A - ~ 
-
.- 3112 - ....... 
• 3114 - ....... p go .A 
p ~@•8 +e- 5? 
@8© 
.. -3116 - t-1- p 
p +A 
.... 3118 -... 
pd @8 +A 
- 3120 
--
.. p @g 
• A 
._ 3122 - ._ .. 
i- 3124 - ....... 
i- 3126 - 1-1- A +A 
' 
Md a A +A 
.- 31 28 • t-1- Md a A .A ~ 
. 
"'" 3130 -t-i-
ASM ~ 
1- 3132 - I-"" 
RESERVIOR 
1T 
--rr 
cf]> /-5 ¢ 
{1, 15-;\0 ¢ 
0 1-5 ¢ 
q;, XL J0-15\0 
0 /-5 ¢ 
0 1-5 ¢ 
1T" 
it 
,r 
' 
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PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION 
WELL NAME: Kjelshus - State # I (# 3472) 
LOCATION! SE SW 22-163- 78 
DEPTH TEXTURE PARTICLES STRUCTURES 
I I l 
... 31 14 - .-I- " 
-
3116 - _,. 
.. 31 18 • -.. A qtz grns =o..~ 
-·3120-
-
M lllf © 
-
- 3122 --
- 31 24 - -- A 81>\ 
- 3126 • _,. 
PA 8 +11 
... 3128 • 
---
... 3130 -
-
.. pd © +A 
i- 3132 • ..... 
... 3134 - _ .. p @• 
w O)TTJr /"\ + ti !cla.y 
""' 3136 _.._,_ 
RESERVIOR 
"1T 
0 1-s ¢ 
"IT 
iT 
0 5-10 ¢ 
0 15-;?0 ¢ 
{J, 5-10 ¢ 
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PETROGRAPIDC DESCRIPTION 
. WELL NAME: Kjelshus - State #I(# 3472) 
LOCATION: SESW 22-163-78 
DEPTH PARTICLES S'IRUCTURES RESERVIOR 
I I 
·o w 0 •A~A 10-1s¢ 
1- 3138 · ~--
... 3140 • ~ ... 
p 0 +,q 0 5-10 ¢ 
... 3142 • i- .. 
... 3144 , I- I-
p 0 .A 1T 
.- 3146 • I,- .. A 8 lT 
. 
p @)@ 
.A '1T 
- 3148 ....... 
.. 3150 • ... A 8 
"A IT 
1oo 3152 • L.. .. 
loo • L.. .. 
.. . -._ 
.. • L.. I-
.. • L..,. 
-
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PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION 
.• 
WELL NAME: Kjelshus-State #2 (# 3527) 
LOCATION: SE NW 22-163-78 
DEPTH PARTICLES STRUCTURES RESERVIOR 
I I l 
,_ 3110 -~ I- . 
oaA II 
... 3112 
-oaA - II . - -
-
- 3114 • _.,. 
A +Pr 'Jr 
-· 3116 • --
- 311 a 
---
M t A \ ~ o.n'n~ -nol If 
- 3120 • 
--
p +A Qclcty {J:, 5-101J 
- 3122 • --
....{,f-
M ©~O +~ {;> 1-S ¢ 
1- 3124 • 
- I-
pd @© -rnr 
0 /0-IS rp 
1- 3126 • ._ ... p @© +A O ,s-;.o/ 
.. 3128 • -1-
I-
---
... 
·-
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PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION 
WELL NAME: Foster - Kjelshus # I ( # 3577) 
LOCATION: NWNE 22 -163-78 
DEPTH PARTICLES STRUCTURES 
I I I 
- 3094 - -- A ~ w/mrlYI 
i- 3096 - ...... 
1- 3098 • i- ... A gor M 
- 3100 - 1--1-
- 3102 • 
--
Aa M "'TT1T ~ 
pd @8 co .A 
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--
0 .A Md 
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-- pd @mr~ +A;cr~y · '-
pd ®•@/\~ .A 
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-- -
- 3110 ..... pd @© 
.A!c.lo.y 
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--
- 3114 - -- p 0 +A\c.. 
p 0 Q) @) +A 
- 3116 
--
RESERVIOR 
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1T 
OtL s-10 ¢ 
OxL 10-15¢ 
0 XL IS-.:10 ¢ 
q} 1'L I0-15¢ 
0 5-10 ¢ 
Tr 
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PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION 
WELLNAME: Foster-Kjelshus #1(#3577) 
LOCATION: NW NE 22-163-78 
DEPm PARTICLES S'IRUCTURES 
I I I 
ASM ~ 
.._ 3118 • I- ... A a M O© "lTTt ~ 
A ==w/M 
1- 3120 • 1- .. 
w 0 +A AnoJ 
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1- 3124 • ..._ ... 
.. 3126 • ~I-
A h'Ja..s 
.. 3128 • --1-
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.© w/SM ~ 
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.. • I- I-
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.. • I-,. 
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.. . ...... 
.. . i... .. 
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PETROqRAPmc DESCRIPTION 
WELL NAME: Brenden# I (#3933) . 
LOCATION: NESE 10-163-78 
DEPTH PARTICLES STRUCTURES 
I I I 
... 3052 -
--
A 8 ~ 
- 3054 -
--
.. 3056 -
--
PA 0 • A-
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--
- 3060 • --
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- 30 6 2 - ,.... _ 
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PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION 
WELL NAME: Brenden # I (# 3933} 
LOCATION: NE SE IO - 16 3 - 7 8 
DEPTH PARTICLES STRUCTURES 
I I I 
- 3076 • --
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PETROGRAPH1c·nESCRIPTION 
WELLHAME: Anderson #2-24 (# 11889) 
LOCATION: SWSE 24-163-79 
DEPTH TEXTURE PARTICLES STRUCTURES 
I I I 
I- 3164 ...... A mas >> ,M-
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PETROGRAPmc DESCRIPTION 
WEU,NAME: Anderson# 2-24 (# 11889) 
LOCATION: SWSE 24-163-79 
DEPTH PARTICLES STRUCTURES 
I I I 
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PETROGRAPmC DESCRIPTION 
WELL NAME: Lavone #' 29 (# 12357) 
LOCATION: NENW 29- 163-78 
DEPTH TEXTURE PARTICLES STRUCTURES 
I I I 
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PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION 
WELL NAME: Lavone # 29 (# 12357) 
LOCATION: NEN W 29 -163- 78 
DEPTH PARnCLES STRUCTURES 
I l I 
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PETROGRAPmC DESCRIPTION 
WEIL NAME: Lavone # 29 (# 12357} 
LOCATION: NENW 29-163-78 
DEPTH PARTICLES STRUCTURES 
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PETROGRAPmc DESCRIPTION 
WELLNAME: Brandjord #2-20 (#12358) 
LOCATION: NESE 20-163-78 
DEPTH TEXTURE PARTICLES STRUCTURES 
I I I 
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PETROGRAPmc DESCRIPTION 
WELL NAME: Brandjord # 2-20 (#12358 
LOCATION! NESE 20-163-78 
DEPTH PARTICLES STRUcnJR.ES 
I I I 
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